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CONVENTION STRUCK TWELVE

Lofosterin!

Cross Was Honored
Parade Will Be Omitted— Applications For Fishing Long Time Telephone Ern-i
.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Rev. Roy A. Walker To
Licenses 600 Ahead Of
pioye. Now Retired, Tend- Comp|ete Success Marked Gathering of Music
ered Shore Dinner
r
®
Deliver The Oration
This Time Last Year
Lovers-Details Of Final Day

Ibrook C. Cross, who recently re
Applications fcr lobster fishing
tired
after 41 years of service with
licenses have increased by more
the
New
England Telephone and
The closing program of the 20th National Honor;” March by Brooke;
than one third over the comparable
Telegraph Co., was hcnor guest Fri annual convention of the Maine “Minuet Overture;” by Bowman;
period in 1943,
Commissioner day night at a delightful shore din
Federation of Music Clubs was held Minuet from “First Symphony” bv
Greenleaf of the Sea and Shore ner served at Rockledge Inn. Spruce
in the Community Building Friday Valensiu; Violin Solo. “Hejre Kati”
Fisheries Department states. To Head Island.
night, the balccnies being well filled by Hubay, played by Shirley R. Read
date slightly more than 1500 fisher (Mr. Cross, who has 'been an instal and members cf the Federation oc of Rehoboth, Mass , student at the
men have registered which is a 600 ler and repairman, with headquar cupying seats cn the auditorium Gould Academy, Bethel, with Miss
ters in Rockland most of his term of
increase over the first half of the service, commenced work with the floor. The Junior Orchestra and Ann Briggs of Bethel, accompanist;
Band were seated in the center of “Carmen” selection by Bizet, and
previous year.
company at Norway. He was pre
the floor and the Senior Chorus “Stony Point” March by LaurenIf the present rate of increase sented toy Fred P. Colson, with a
sang from in front of the plattyrnv aeau.
continues until the deadline on July purse of money from Rockland em
There was a brief intermission
Ruth E Douglass, associate di
first, it is expected that more lob ployes and by Harold Dowling uf rector of Music at Mount Holyoke, while all members of the orchestra
ster fishermen will be working the Gardiner, with a service ring from College, directed the Senior Chorus, with the exception of tjie 20 violin
coastal waters than at any time in the International Brotherhood ai with Mrs Dorothy Doe Hicks of players, moved over to the band
the past five years Greenleaf said. Telephone Workers.
Portland as accompanist. The num section. The band program consist
Those present were: Thomas C.
While speaking of the Increased
bers
were brilliantly presented. Miss ed of “Star Spangled Banner;’’
number of registrations Greenleaf Stone, Fred P. Colson, Gardner Douglass having perfect control “Anchors Aweigh” with Barbara
1 French, Earle B Smith, Archie W.
stated that added manpower would
j Bowley, John A. Ward, Jerry D. over the group which had' been in Sprague, nine years of age, of Ban
probably be responsible for an in ' Hayes, Charles R. .Lake, Bugene C. combined practice only two days. gor, performing on the stage with
crease in the 1944 catch. The 1943
j Clark. Edward Auspland, Gilman
PROGRAM
lobster landings totalled 11,468,025
Seabury. H. Elmo Crozier and Rus Jesu! Rex Admirabilis,
Palestrina
“Star Spangled Banner,” Band; pounds. '
sell Williamson of iRcckland; Frank O Lovely Peace, With Plenty Crown’d—“Judas Maccaboeus,”
Benediction, Rev A G. Hempstead.
McDonnell of Rockport; Fred A
Handel
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette
Eddy of Camden; Harold A. How- | Veni Creator Spiritus,
arranged and adapted bv Mabel Daniels
M00 * ve«*
Buy War Bonds and Stampe
ard and James Robertson of Bel- II
Soprano Solo, Barbara Congdon, Portland
fast; Fred A. Scribner of Northport, Jerusalem,
Parry
formerly of Bangor; Charles K.
1 Wonder As I Wander—Appalachian Carol,
Philbrick of Dark Harbor; Forrest
I
arranged by John Jacob Niles
• • Greenier, Harold Dowling and
•
>
THE
SENIOR
CLASS
i
Mezzo-Soprano
Solo,
Florence
Moody, Gardiner
• • ‘•'Bud” Howe of Gardiner; Kenneth
>■
i
• • Plumer, James iMurphy and Howard Little Child of Mary, arranged and adapted by Harry T. Burleigh
School Presents
Thomaston
«•
Soprano Solo, Barbara Clark Hardy, Portland
«■ Allen of Banger, and Mr. Cross.
••
Old
Boat
Zion
—White Spiritual,
R- Dean Shure
Mr. Seabury arranged the event
Soprano
Solo,
Margaret
Simmons,
Rockland
and the master of ceremonies was
Fred P Colson. Brief remarks were
Miss Armstnong introduced John a difficult exhibition of baton twirlmade by those present. Mr. and C Gatchell of East Parsonfield, ing; “Lustspiel, “Overture; “WedA Play In Three Acts, of Espionage, Murder and Comedy
Mrs. Cross, who reside in Rockland, chairman of Junior Orchestras of ding of the Winds Waltz;” “Ameriare now at their Crescent Beach the Federation, who spoke briefly can Patrol March;” ‘The Bells of
••
cottage for the Summer.
of the orchestra work began three St Mary’s, concluding the perform••
WATT’S HAH, THOMASTON
••
years ago in this state.
ance with the "Stars and Stripes
••
••
Mrs Guy P. Gannett, speaking j Fcrever,” March by Sousa, with
We Wanterknow
<•
FRIDAY, JUNE 2
*
briefly just previous to the orches- I Betty Comee. Alice Koucoulis and
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
tra and band numbers, said that Imelda La Pointe of Brunswick,
Curtain at 8 O’clock
I am wondering if any of you plans were in the making for Sum- twirling batons.
Admission 50c Tax Incl.
readers can tell me any details of mer training courses for junior or- , Among those coming for a long
the wreck of a bark of Italian reg
j.+4..H.4.++4.+4.+4.+++4.++++4.++4.4.+4.+4-*++++++++++++++4'4’+’t ister about 40 years ago on Isle au chestra numbers; for the giving of I distance for the event were Mr
concerts about the State and an ex- and Mrs. Ralston Read, of Rehoboth
Haut.
tension of such programs nationally. Mass., whose daughter played the
Irving H. Caverly,
The Junior program opened with . violin solo. Miss Read who grad1
India
St.,
Portland,
Me.
a Xylophone Solo, “Liebesfreud,” i uates from Gould Academy in June
H. J. WEISMAN M. D.
played by Joan B King of Bangor, plans to enter the college of Music
AND IT’S NEEDED
w’ho exhibited special ability with at Syracuse University this fall.
WiU Be In His Office Daily
• • • •
The Maine State Highway Com- that instrument. She was recalled
Practice Limited To
Federation Junior Pins were pre
mission has received a iow bid of fOr an encore. Her mother
sented toy Miss Armstrong $o Miss
$68,174 from C. C. Smith Co , Inc., Roy C. King, was accompanist.
EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Cambridge, Mass , tor construction
The large orchestra conducted by Jean B. King, 13, of Bangor. Xylo
of 0.794 miles of gravel road be Charles A Warren of Brunswick, phonist, for the special effort, fol
And
tween Belfast and Northpoit. Eight and Chester Hammond1 of Camden, lowing illness, in coming for the
other contractors submitted bids. with Mrs. Warren at the piano, concert, and to Jerome Clifford of
EXTERNAL DISEASES OF THE EYE
president
the State
thrillingly entertained the audience Houlton,
Orchestra
and
Band,
for
his out
Officers of the Woman's Army with the following numbers, previous
Hours By Appointment
Corps, from Augusta will be at the to which Miss Carolyn Snow, standing efforts.
• • * *
Tel. 160,
Rockland,
76 Limerock St.
U. S Employment office Wednesday daughter of Mrs Fred A. Snow of
Mrs. Gannett's Address
Rockland, president of the Rubin
from noon until 5 o’clock.
A
challenge
to the members of the
stein Club, representing Appogia
advertisement
National
Federation
of Music Clubs
POLITICAL
POLITICAL
ADVERTISEMENT
tura—“Poggie.” in costume passed
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
not
to
be
completely
absorbed in
about the main floor distributing
the
activities
of
the
momen*,
but
copies of the junior members maga
to
plan
now
for
the
important
role
zine.
*
..........
*
The program: “America,” “Our cultural organizations will have in
the post-war world was the out
standing feature of the address
given by Mrs. Gannett.
FOR SALE
“Cultural organizations will be
extremely
important in the future”,
FRANK KENNEDY
Mrs. Gannett said “It will be their
COTTAGE
task to bring the world back to a
4 Acres, Blueberries and
true sense of values. During the
Spruces on shore at Cole war the people of all nations will
man’s Pond. Spring, good have resorted as a temporary expe
water, garage, etc. All fur dient, to many things which under
nished. Call 370, Francis normal conditions would not be
considered right or moral They will
Havener for particulars.
35 tf have been trained to destroy and kill
and to exalt these who have been
While there will be no Memorial
Day parade in this city the usual
exercises will be held at 2.30 p. m.
on the Grand Army premises. The
s■
following program is announced:
Music, Rockland Band Prayer,
Rev. A O. Hempstead; Gen. Lo
gan's Orders, A W. Thomas; Lin
colns Gettysburg Address, by
Charles Beaman; Necrology of
Ralph Ulmer Camps£.W.V., Com
mander, Philip Howard; Music,
Rockland Band; Necrology of
Winslow-Holbrook Post, American
Legion, Commander, 'William H.
Weed; Necrology of Huntley-Hill
Post, VJ’W., Con^imyjder, Andrew
W. Boynton; Plancfiers Fields, by
Norma Blom; iMusic, Rockland
Bund; Address, Rev Roy A Welk
er; Decoration of Monument;
Dirge,, by Band, followed by Taps;

WINGS OVER WASHINGTON’

¥

•

¥

¥

most successful in destruction.

“It will take a sustained program
of education to teach the younger
generation that these departures
from the standards of a peacetime
civilization were forced upon us by
the exigencies cf war, and that
when we return to normal living
they will be automatically outlawed
There will be need, also, for a broad
general culture, which is no longer
nationalistic, but is worldwide in its
implications. And we who are al
lied with an art that is at once so
democratic and so universal as
music can, if we will live up to our
full responsibilities, help to point
the way.”
Mrs Gannett gave the latest re
port from the War Service Depart
ment Showing that nearly 6CO.OOO
articles of musical equipment have
been sent to the fighting forces
overseas, as well as many thousands
tliat have been distributed in this
country. "Marines played our re
cords at Guadalcanal. A phonograph
bearing our Insignia was dropped
by parachute on Attu. Harmonicas,
concertinas, guitars, banjos, man
dolins provided by the Federation
cheered our soldiers in their long
inarches through Africa deserts
Through our War Service program
we have literally sent American mu
sic around the world.”
“Many of the men to whom we
have sent music and instruments
were not particularly music-minded
when the war started, but constant
exposure to the records that the
musically educated men want has
gradually created in them a liking
for a better and better type of music
This will, I think, be a lasting taste.
Unless my calculations are all
wrong, these men will constitute a
large proportion ctf the ticket-pur
chasers for the worthwhile con
certs of the future.”
Mrs. Gannett said that the new
Music in Industry program although
initiated because of the war, has
unquestionably come to stay. She
advocated not only the formation of
choral and Instrumental groups
within industrial plants, but also
the piping of music into the plants
to relieve the strain and tension of
long hours at monotonous jobs, and
said that experimentation has defi
nitely proved that there is a high
er level of production and a far bet
ter morale in plants where this is
done. She urged federated groups
to encourafce the introduction of
both “live” and “canned” music in
to’ factories.
Mrs. Gannett laid major stress
upon the American Composition
program of the Federation as one
of its most important long-term
projects. In it she said:
“This came into being when we
awoke to the realization that in
a period of a quarter century or so
the Federation had paid out between
$30,000 and $40,000 for new Ameri
can works, either commissioned or
prize-winning, and that a very small
percentage of these had had more
than a single performance or at
best two or three. It seemed logi(Continued on Page Six)
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The Black Cat

(By The Roving Reporter)

When we are in Rome shall we of the Smiths are John Smiths.
do as the Romans dc the Germans
Before me lies the program predo, or just as we please?
sentd at the Grand Army campThe Dionne quintuplets observed ' fire when Edwin Libby Post was
their tenth birthday Sunday, mid entertaining the Department Enthe gift which pleased them most j camipment, Feb. 22, 1881 In conW’as a pony. It is difficult for me , nection with the supper theTe was
to realize that it was five and one- a waiters' drill by a company of
half years ago tliat Bob |tussell young ladies. There were 19 events
and I saw the five little darlings do on the enterainment program, in
ing childish stunts in their play cluding songs by Mrs. A. M Aushouse at Callender, Ontario, after in. Mrs. Harry Pearsons, and! reci
a 800-mile ride which neither Bo» tations by Mrs F. E. Hitchcock,
nor I will ever forget. We didn't Miss Addie May Crocker and Miss
see either of the parents, but’among Gracie Sprague. Music was furmy souvenirs is IMrs. Dionne’s auto ' nished! by the Orpheus Club and a
graph, written especially for me ■ male quartet ccpmrising Messrs.
Happy are the :ecollections we wnl | Lord. Mugridge, Burpee and Torrey.
always have of our visit to the
I never ride out on the New
home of Dr. Allan Dafoe, who
County
road past the field which
gained lasting fame by bringing
lies
between
it and the old depot
the five two-pound' tots into the
without
recalling
that circuses
world. Dr. Dafoe has passed on,
used
to
exhibit
there
during my
but will never be forgotten toy the
boyhood.
One-ring
shows
to be
quints—or ycurs truly.
sure.
“Speaking of dandelion greens,"
How seldom does a man change
writes Jennie Howard of Nobleboro,
l
the
style of his headgear? If he
“I love them and could eat them
wore
a cap 10 or 20 years ago, he
every day the year around if they
wears
much the same kisd of cap
could be had. I can cook them,”
today. And I can’t help noting that
she adds, “so they will melt in your
mouth.” Mrs Howard cans them the average boy who wears a cap
is quite certain to give the visor an
without salt, apparently with good'
upturn, whereas if he wears a felt
success. She would' like to hear
hat he turns the front brim down.
from other women on this subject.
I suppose there’s a reason.

I always supposed there were a
lot of Smiths in this country, but
I didn't suppose there were 16.000
of them in the U. S. Navy, includ
ing 300 who have the same first
name and middle initial. So many,
in fact, that the home folks are
asked to spell out the middle
names when addressing letters to
Navy men.
The master index
of the Veterans’ Administration
now carries the names of 19,000,000
veterans of all wars, living and
dead. They include more than
200,000 Smiths, 036,000 Johnsons,
100,000 Browns, 92.000 Williamses
and 88,000 Joneses. At least 12.000

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

JUST ARRIVED

If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.

We Have Just Received A Car Load Of

CANNEL COAL
This Is The Coal You Have Been Asking For To

Burn In Your Open Grate Fireplace

June 19th

VOTE FOR

M. B.

HORACE HILDRETH

“In the immediate postwar period Maine must extend

Main

& C.

0. PERRY

Street,

One year ago: Rev. A G. Hemp
stead was this city’s Memorial Day
orator—News W(as received that
Corporal Curtis Brown of Camden
had died in a German prison camp
—Thomaston Hugh School won
the Kncx and Lincoln baseball
championship — Washington High
School had a single graduate, Mis9
Esther Grinnell.^Rev. C. A. Marstaller preached the baccalaureate
sermon before the IRockland High
School graduates — Among the
deaths: Warren, (Niven C. Craw
ford. 83; Rockland, Mrs. Albert R,
Marsh, 57; Port Clyde. William E.
Pease, 45; IRockland, Earl R.
Chandler, 41

TeL 487

IN FLANDERS FIELDS
In Flanders fields the popples blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and In the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow.
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders flelda.
Take up our quarrel with the fie;
To you from falling hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold lt high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though popples
grow
In Flanders flelda.
—Lieut-Col. John MoCrae

every facility and aid to the returning service man and
woman ... to enable them to pick up again the threads of

GOVERNOR

civilian life . . . NOT with mere promises of help, but equal
opportunity as free Americans . . . the very thing they have

fought to preserve and maintain.

Maine must not forget

A MAN

this obligation to her returning veterans.’’

whose
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VINALHAVEN II

MAIN

INTEREST
REPUBLICAN

is

MAINE

KNOTT C. RANKIN
Maine Hildreth-forGovernor Club

PRIMARIES

JUNE 19th

WANTED
Immediately

STARTING JUNE 1 UNTIL OCTOBER 1

Leave Vinalhaven 7 A.M.,. .Arrive Rock. 8.20 A.M.
Rockland 9.30 A. M.. .. .. .. .. Vinalhaven 10.50 A. M.
Vinalhaven 1 P. M.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Rockland 2.20 P. M.

Men

And Women
Apply At

Rockland 3.30 P. M.. .. .. .. .. . Vinalhaven 4.50 P. M.
GO FORWARD WITH

FERNALD IN

'44
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KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS
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EXCEPT

FEYLERS
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Starting Sunday, June 18 Will Run Sundays

ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

43-44, 47-48

This advertisement paid for by John

W. Lane

Tel. 1191

Vinalhaven Port District
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37-48

Rockland Fuel Co. Wharf
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Will Enter The Navy Washington And You

TWICE-A-WEEK

Book Review
<*r z. a. rj

The Secret of the Closed Gate,

by Margaret Leighton. Illustrated
by Sandra James.
The Jchn C.
Winston Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Adventure is tiie “tops” with
children. They dream both nights
and days. They really live in a
dream land of play if they are
properly adjusted chilren for life’s

By Margaret Chase Smith

Maj. Burton C. White, Long
With Land Forces, Joins
Sea Service Soon

Margaret Leighton’s earlier treat
ment of the Hill children in her
charming first book, "The Secret of
the Old House,” tells you what
mischief and fun these children
managed to get into. Good stories
like these for the young help to de
velop broader characters and think
ing minds.
The author cnce lived in Virginia.
She has spent months in Eurojye,
in Maine, New Hampshire and Cape
Cod. When books are brought out
/with so much care and beauty as
The John C. Winston Co. give to
their publications, their value is
two-fold because they insure pride
and love for more and more books
with thought in both matter and
make up.
Kathleen S. Puller.
Storm Canvas, written and illus

trated by Armstrong Sperry. The
John C Winston Co. Press, Phila
delphia.
This vivid thriller—almost every
.book written about the sea and
ships is just that and they cer
tainly pack stories to fill hearts with
love of the brilliant waves and the
bounding main, where romance
dwells and dire losses interfere with
happier moments.
From Maine to New Orleans, the
American coast blockaded—British
shipps-of-war cruising Long Island
Sound—comes the here of this great
adventure. Storm Canvas, and
this gives the story of Jason Cobb.
We deal witli tough flbered sailormen and sinister traitors and live
through'the escape of our hero Ja
son and of his experience cn the
U. S. frigate Thunderbolt. History
is made new to you in these adven
tures and with this inspired writer
who knows his background of both
land andJ sea.
“In time of war a nation, like a ship
needs a stout hand and master at
the helm, quarterdeck master in
command. Given these , she can sail
to victory and beyond, close hauled,
under storm canvas.” We all knew
the 'w’ar of 1812 was a war of skill
and gallantry.
Kathleen S. Fuller.

eau and wil1

8lad t0

anY de-

1933 in a Oitizens’s Military Train- sired information for soldiers of
ing Camp and was later a corporal j their wives when they cannot obin charge cf the message center ! ta*n it closer home
The local
with the 103d Infantry and was one agencies concerned with this care
year with the 101st Infantry in naturally can give the quickest in
formation and all inquiries should
Boston.
Subsequent servee has been with be taken up with them first.
• * * *
*•
the 303d Organized Reserve Mes- ,
Communities wishing to set up a
sage Center; a second lieutenant in
the Officers’ Reserve; second lieu- Rc-1 of Honor on post office grounds
tenant with the 240th Coast Artil- may be interested in a letter I
lery at Rockland; and then he was have received from the Post Office
made first lieutenant at outbreak Department saying that only temporary Honor Rolls may be set up
of hostilities.
Upon resignation of Laurence K. nowr. but that permanent arrange
Mansfield, commanding Company L, ments will undoubtedly be made
Major White was promoted to after the war.
captain and in August 1943 was
This matter was brought to my
promoted to major in charge cf the attention by the Honor Roll Com
local region. Lieut. Harold Brown mittee of a Kennebec city, who
of Camden succeeded Major White asked if it were permissible to set
as captain of the Rockland unit.
up a permanent Roil of Honor on
the post office lawn.
Walter Myers, Fourth Assistant
GRANGE CORNER Postmaster General, who is in
charge cf such matters, said that
the Department has a uniform pol
Wem Item* from all af the Pasrena ef Hiubandry are welcomed
icy in regard to these requests
which cannot be broken. All ap
plications for erection of bill boards
Knox Pomona Grange meets
or similar structures on post office
Saturday with Acorn Grange in
grounds must have the approval of
Oifthing. The program will be:
the Fourth Assistant Postmaster
Song, Grange; address of welcome,
General. Not mere than two such
Nora Seaver; response, Vernard
structures
may be approved for
Merrifield; reading, Ida Goss; roll
erection
at
any one post office at
call of officers, “A place I visited
any
cne
time.
One of these two
the past year”; piano solo, Madeline
must
be
devoted
to an Honor Roll
Stimpson; recitation, Ray Danforth;
bearing
the
names
of men and wom
“The most beautiful spot in my
town,” members; skit, Kathlyn en from the Community serving
Maloney, Mildred Marshall; recita in the armed services. One bill
tion, Ada Lucas; vocal solo, Marilyn board may be devoted to material
Maloney; “What I have increased strictly in furtherance of the war
in my garden this year and why”; effort. All this material must be
approved by the Office of War In
closing thought, Doris Miller.
formation.
These structures must not cost
the Post Office Department any
CAMDEN
thing, and must not bear the name
ft ft ft ft
of any firm, person, organization
or
advertising agent or artists
MISS NELLIE AME3
Correspondent
connected with setting it up.
• • • •
ft ft ft ft
Members of the Musicians As
Tel. 2340
sociation have written me that the
York’s Little Roadside Diner has new 30 percent tax on night clubs
re-opened, and “Yorky” is right and cabarets is yielding less iponey
than the previous rate of 5 perthere with the berries.
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WORKING FOR VICTORY

TWICE-A-WEEK

The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1881 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

[EDITORIAL]
Texas has just issued a warning to the
TEXAS
New Dealers who interpreted the primary
WARNS THE victories of Senators Pepper and Hill as asNEW DEALERS surance that there would be no effective
Southern opposition to a fourth term. The

Artillery, will be relieved from ac

warning comes in the form of two Democratic State conven
tions, following a bolt of Roosevelt men after the majority of

the regular convention insisted on sending an uninstructed
delegation to Chicago and adopted resolutions critical of the
Administration.
Combined with the South Carolina Democrats’ decision to
postpone the naming of Presidential electors until the party's
national convention names a candidate, the Texas split is a
sharp reminder that a large number of Southern Democrats
are deeply dissatisfied with the Rocsevelt regime and will go
to considerable lengths to make their, views felt. While it is
unlikely that in the end they will take any State in the Solid
South into the Republican column, it would be possible for

them to defeat some Roosevelt electors and to tip the balance
to the Republican nominee. Southern discontent with New
Deal policies is somewhat frustrated by the one-party system.
But it can make the Roosevelt people some trouble. The
Texas warning to them is an assurance to the Naticn that
strong groups have not become unthinking retainers in a
political dynasty. —Herald Tribune.

The hue and cry which was raised
A MAN WHO recently when President Roosevelt ordered
SPOKE
the Army to take over the Montgomery’
OUT OF TURN Ward plant in Chicago had ample justi
fication according to the report of the
Senate sub-committee, which has “sharply taken to task”
every government agency connected with the seizure. The
sub-committee pays its respects to Attorney General Francis
Biddle, attributing to him “erroneous, misleading, irrelevant,
and immaterial statements and allegations." The public ap
parently also has some view’s on the matter, and is not quite
so choice in its selection of words to express them.
Nearly a million and a half pounds of
waste paper has been saved in Boston as
shown by the scrap collections. Of RockEFFORT
land’s effort lcoks to be half-hearted the
reason may be found in the failure to col
lect materials which have been carefully saved.
WASTING
WASTE PAPER

The advent of another (Memorial Day

NO LONGER brings to mind the fact that there no longer
IN THE
survives in Kncx County any member of the
PICTURE
organization which gave rise to the sacred
anniversary. The Civil War and the Grand
Army of the Republic are rapidly fading with that portion
of the publia which had no intimate connection with those
who fought to preserve the Union The blue uniform, the
bronze button and the gold braided hat have passed out of
the picture, but veneration for the Civil War veterans will
never fail.

Tie, shoes, purse and gloves are
black, with the wearing of the gloves
optional. The uniform is identical
for officers and enlisted women, ex
cept for the hat’s and the insignia
of rank or lating. The cost cf these
Summer uniforms is covered by part
of the Navy clothing allowance—
$200 for enlisted WAVES, $250 for
officers. Women between 20 and 36,
with two years of high school or
business school education, single or
married, but without dependents
under 18 yeqrs cf age. are urged to
make application for enlistment in
the WAVES. Navy recruiting sta
tions in Maine are located at the
Pearl Street Post Office in Port
land. County Court House in Au
burn, and at the Post Office build
ing in Bangor.
Pvt. Priscilla M. Costa of Rockland
• • • •
(U. S. Army Signal Corps Photo)
By Cpl. Haskel! Owen

Fort Oglethorpe, Ga..—•Although
Pvt. Priscilla M. Costa chose an en
tirely different branch of the serv
ice than her husband, Manuel Costa
seaman first class with the Coast
Guard, both are “doipg their bit,”
for Uncle Sam in the war effort. Pvt
Costa is receiving basic instruction
here at Thir d WAC Training Center
a five weeks' course which includes
orientation in Army subjects. A
daughter of Mrs. Rose S. McGraw,
who resides at 27 Park street, Rock
land, Pvt. Costa attended Rockland
High School and prior to entering
the service was employed at the
Camden Shipyard.
• • • •
Robert C. Robbins. 23, of Rock
land, and Edward W Hcgan, 21,
of Belfast, were sworn into the U S.
Marine Corps in Portland Thurs
day and were ordered to Parris
Island, S. C., for recruit training.

'

There is

much

travel incident to the physical ex

America’s school system is train

amination. he said, than in relation

ing the youth of the nation for the

to the actual induction. Many more

great tasks ahead on the fighting

men take the examination that are

fronts and in the war plants.

I
j

I

tive duty June 13, because of having
reached the age limit Capt. Mills
went into service in September,
1940. and has been stationed at Fort
wilhams Portiand; Camp Davis,
N Q and Camp Edwards, Mass.
Capt. Mills has not announced his
plans for the future.
• • • •
-Miss Helen G. Coltart, S2c,
WAVES, in the hydrographical department of the Navy in Wash
ington. D. C.. on week-end leave,
visited her home in Rockland, re
turning to Washington yesterday

• • • •
Lowell Moody, Jr, USNCB., re
ported last week at Asbury Park,
N J after spending a leave with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Moody. Sr., at Warren.
• * • *
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Oxton of War
ren. have received their first letters
in 13 weeks from their son, S Sgt
Lee Oxton, USAAF., of his safe ar
rival in India.
» • • •
Leonard V. Sidelinger. USN, is
spending leave with hi^ parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sidelinger,
Warren.
• • • •
Pfc. Douglas Starrett. of Camp
Stewart, Ga.. arrived Thursday to
spend a few days furlough with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest G.
Starrett, at Warren.

I

Primary

Election

Knox County Will Have Two
Republican Contests, And
Rockland One
Maine’s Primary election takes
place Monday, June 19. Knox
County presents two condidates for
State Senator, and two for Countv
Commissioner, while Rockland has
three candidates for two Legislative
nominations.
Here are the official lists:

• *• •

REPUBLICAN
Governor

Corp. George Little, Jr., son of
Mrs. M M. Haskell of Meadow road,
Thomaston, erllisted in the Marine
Corps. Dec. 31, 1941, at the age of
17. After boot training at Parris
Island. S. C., he was sent to Cuba
for several months, then to Pana
ma, New Caledonia, Renova and
Munda, Corp. Little was a member
of the class cf Thomaston High
School which, graduates this June.
* • • •
Lieut. George W. Kittredge, son
of Mr. and Mrs Scott F. Kittredge
of South Thomaston and Portland,
in submarine service of the U. S.
Navy, has arrived safely in San
Francisco, according to word re
ceived Saturday by his aunt, Mrs.
Charles A. Emery of Rockland.
Lieut. Kittredge was married at
Laguna Beach, Calif., to Miss Gayle
Clark, May 26. his 26th birthday.
• • • •
John H Mclx.cn, S2c, of Rock
land, arrived in Mississippi Thurs
day. His address is: Bks., 136-U,
Co. 552. Quartermasters’ School,
U. S. Naval Training Center. Gulf
port, Miss.
• • * *
Aviation Cadet Gordon E. Bur
gess son of Dr. and Mrs. James
F Burgess, who has been stationed
at Ottumwa, Iowa, is now in Tex
as. His address is: Class 5-D, 44-C

Representative to Congress

Margaret Chase Smith, Skowhegan
State Senator

Lloyd F. Crockett, North Haven
William T. Smith, Thomaston

June S—Servicemen’s Cl
Dance, Community Bulldti
June 12 14—Grand Armv
public Convention. August
June IS Camden
Hi
Alumni
banquet at
Grange hall.
June 14—Oommencenien
of Thomaston High SSclv
Grange hall
June 14—Sal A tion Army
June 19 State Primary
June 21—Rockland High .
uatlon.
June 22-23—National Hoi
June 23 25 Department
of the American Legion
chard Beach.
June 27—Annual meett
Maine Medical Assoclatloi
land
July 2 -Camp Tanglcw. ,
Camden.

Barrett specification roi
anteed for 20 years, is b
the main roof of the
Building by the Bangor
The crew of men will l>
about three weeks at tiii

Rockland Lodge of E!
week's meeting, initiate .:
bership, Earl K. Titus al
J. Iott, both of Rocklam!
There will be an impd
oral meeting of the Un
trs ’ Co-operative True
Wedneseday night, at <j
in Warren.

Harold G. Cole of Ti;
Gazette staff, who has
fined to his home sevei j
making steady gain, a
piocess of convalescent
his time between his
residence and his Sum)
at South Hope.

In Municipal Court
Armas Rytky paid fine
amounting to $28.20 fo
car belonging to Ber
ningham of Sheepseot a
owner's permission
'I
against the resipondew
eluded “driving without
The Civil Air Patrol i
Wednesday night at
School.

Degrees were conferrei
and Mrs. Chauncey Lowe
ing of Golden Rod Chap
night. Those planning
the supper in connectioi
observance of the 50th :i
of Tvy Chapter of Wa
day, should notify Mrs C
immediately. Announce;
was imade that a school
tion for this district wl
in Thomaston .June 21.
Mildred Collins of Aub|
conductress, in charge G1
ter of Thomaston will bd
that night by Mrs. Mari
South Portland, worthy
tron.

Judge of Probate

Harry E. Wilbur, Rockland
Clerk of Courts

Milton M. Griffin, Rockland
Register of Deeds

Helena H. Coltart. Rockland
Sheriff
C. Earle Ludwick, Rockland
County Attorney

Stuart C. Burgess, Rockland
County Commissioner

George E. Boynton, Camden
A. Everett Libby, Vinalhaven
Representatives to Legislature

Frederic H. Bird, iRockland
Louis R. Cates, Rockland
Ruth A. Ellingwood, Rockland
Roy R. Bell, Thomaston
Milton C. Stephenson, Union
Charles E. Lord. Camden
Arthur E. Emerson, North Haven
• • • •
DEMOCRAT

Governor

Paul J. Juften, Waterville
Representatives to Congress

David H. Staples, Waterville
No county ticket

Mayor Edward R. V
guest aboard one of the la
Guard patrol boats Sun
four hour practice pah
Coast Guard Temporar
The vevssel was temiij
charge of Malcolm Sea
commander and operatii
who had as a crew, H
Crozier, motor mecha
son Gray, fireman, sec<
Percy Young, seaman,
and Leander Guptill and
kell, seamen, second cl
trip of the patrol was acri
to Vinalhaven, down
Lairey's Narrows and b
the bay and tn by Monrq

Visit Clinton F. Thoma
trist for a pair of good
Old County Road, Rod
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p
day, Wednesday and
Phone 590 City.

HOLIDAY

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

GARDEN-ALLAH

BI
Ma^l

LOBSTER, HAl
TURKEY DINN|

COFFEE

Super Special H(

Extra Prize!

. VACUUM PACKED IN GLASS
TO SEAL IN
THE FLAVOR AND FRAGRANCE

LIVE BAjJ

DELANO,POTTER & CQ..IHC .BOSTON 9.MA55,

FOR SALE

W. EARLOGII
50’000

VICTORY G

TEL 2493,

PLANTS

Ri

stocks. Zinnias. ALrigold^’i^Sl

f^nts such as Astors,
^Wh^ASnT^UndX.
Feverfew, Snapdragon Salvia, Bachelor Buttons etc
’
Lu*spur,

getmenots

Lupin,

VEGETABLE PLANTS
’^u^^^^^Cauliflower, Sage. Sweet Peppers, Broccoli.

Hct peppers, etc.
jljower
,
.

'

.

dmDer> ,arsniJ». SquaJi, Onion, Chives, Asparagus.

BURPEE

Stakes Trt’liSeS’ B’rd Houses> Iron Rabbits, Vigoro,
‘
es' c *

Funeral Ho

U'

S°

XnU^l!

PtanU
TEL, C71-J

sen t9r

P^

EDWIN A. DEAN
ROCKJ*AND, MAINK

42-43
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•
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8.15 O’cloc
TEMPLE HA,

mer uniform of gray and white pin- '

striped seersucker, consisting of
jacket and one-piece shirtwaist
dress with set-in belt and kick-pleat.

Roy L. Fernald, Winterport
Horace A Hildreth, Cumberland
F. Ardine Richardson. Strong

TALK OF THE

Tuesday,

Most of

of the new cool, crisp WAVES Sum-

more

Navy recruiting officer W. J. Mul
len, Jr. from the Portland Navy Recruiting Station will be in Rockland
cn Friday to interview men and
women interested in enlistment.
• • • •

Private Harold W Payson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert E. Payson,
166 Maverick street. Rockland, is
a new student at the Armored
School
at Fort Knox, Kentucky.
.

Robbins, a farmer, is the son of
Mrs. Jarvis Robbins, also of Rcck
land. His brother, Pfc. William
Robbins, is serving with the A, my
The Fifth War Loan has its beginning
overseas.
June 12 while the country is on the thres
ANOTHER
• • • •
hold of a Presidential compaign. But
• GREAT
Hogan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
there’s no politics in the War Loan drive.
DRIVE
ward Hogan, of Swan Lake Avenue,
We all belong to one party when that is
Belfast, has been employed for the
taken into consideration—all Americans and all out for the
last three years by the Chancevictory which a successful War Loan drive means.
Vought Aircraft Company, Strat
ford, Conn. He is a graduate of
A headline in yesterday's Boston Globe
Belfast High School. A rifle enthu
DRAW LINE says that Russian girls visiting in this
siast, he was range officer of the
ON OUR
country like our clothes, but draw the line
Stratford Rifle Club and also was
HATS
on our hats. This comment leads to the
on the team of his high school
belief that there should no longer be any
rifle club.
question as to the calibre of Russia’s culture. But despite
• • • •
our private views as to the character of the current millinery
The new address of Pvt. Albert M.
there's one decided advantage—it isn’t necessary’ to hire a
Harjula of Rockland, who was re
milliner. Just get a handful cf highly colored material and
cently heme on furlough, is: Co. F.,
throw it together at random.
Gp .11. 4th Regt., Bks. 2412, Camp
Reynolds, Pa.
• • • •
Gov. John W. Bricker of Ohio, who is
the
runner-up
in
the
race
for
the
Republi

Pfc.
Arnold
A.
Allen, who enlisted
INVITES
can
presidential
nomination,
but
who
seems
in
the
army
in
July, 1941, away
THEM TO
likely
to
get
the
“
Distance
Flag,
”
expresses
from
home
for
more
than three
SPEAK
some impatience because aspirants lor
years, came Friday for a visit with
public office do not come out in the open and discuss the
his mother. Mrs. Lawrence L. Rowe
issues. If the genial Ohioan means Gov. Dewey he must re
of Myrtle street, Rockland
Mr.
member that the latter has persistently declared that he is
Allen was stationed in the Canal
“not a candidate." If he means Roosevelt he should remem
Zone 15 months and since then has
ber that /Roosevelt is the only issue the Democrats prefer to
been in Ecuador, South America,
discuss.
two years. Following a 21-days'
furlough he will go to Fort Butler,
Republican State Conventions which
N. C.
• • • •
CONVENTIONS choose presidential delegates conclude this
Port
Knox,
Ky.
—A picked group
END THIS week with Indiana and Nevada, but with
of
technicians
from
armored units
WEEK
little prospect that either will add much to
all
over
the
country
has been en
the final outcome as the delegates will
rolled
in
the
Armored
Schcol for a
probably not be instructed. Dewey and Bricker both have
course
in
tank
mechanics.
These
strength in Indiana. Nomination requires 530 votes, and
men
will
be
trained
for
the
im
Dewey appears to have 386.
portant task of keeping the Army's
tanks in fighting trim. Among the
finally
called
and
inducted.
cent, and asks that I support a
Under new • procedure effective new students: Corporal Frederic V.
proposal of Representative Knut
Kenney, son of Mrs. Hattie W. Ken
son, of Minnesota, to reduce the tax Feb. 1st, the Maine draft boards as ney, Church street, Rockport.- The
to 10 percent. Many musicians, semble large groups of selectees Armored School, commanded by I
entertainers and other employees of and forward them to Bangor and Brig. Gen. P. M. Robinett. is one cf
hotels, night clubs and cabarets Portland for pre-induction physi the world’s largest technical institu
have been thrown out of employ cal examinations. They are not tions. It turns out each year many
yet “selected.” After they are
ment, It is said.
,
certified, after the examination. thousands of specialists for service
• • * •
with the hard-hitting armored diviMen coming and going for their they 6° ith. a -pool” and21 days',
6a,tailons.
___
__ ____ __
_
physical examinations, prior to in later the selected men afe called for ^
The Tank Department gives stu
duction are covered by a law re induction.
dents a detailed knowledge of
The law refers to “selected
cently enacted which protects selec
engine, power train, suspension sysWhen I was
tees if they are injured or become men as protected.
tem and other elements cf the ccmasked
if
the
men
coming
and going ,
Ill In that period. Gen. Frank T.
JTJ t 1 plex tank mechanism. In addition
. ., ,
Hines, Veterans Administrator, has for their physical were covered, * Kto trouble-shooting
and repair,
first went to the Hcuse Committee much emphasis is placed upon pre
told me.
Captain George C. Ross, Finance on Pensions, and then the Veterans ventive maintenance The men have
Officer of the Maine State Procure Administration. The committee also an opportunity to study engines in
ment for Selective Service, wrote asked the Veterans Administration action in a half-million-dollar live- I
to me some time ago about this. and deneral Hines replies that the engine-test building where they i
Ke said that undoubtedly the pend Act applies t oall persons liable for work on
Dieseis and gasoline
ing bill covers those actually se training and sendee
engines actually operating under
lected for service while they are i they are acting under orders of the load.
,
answering the induction call, but i local draft board as, well as the
Ensign Eloise English cf Washhe was not sure that it covered time spent in undergoing the prelngton. D. C., smiles her approval ]
men going and coming for their induction examination.
physical.

u. S. Naval. Training Center,

Corpus Christi, Texas.
• • • *
Aviation Catet Roy’ A. Jacobs, son
of Mt. and (Mrs. Roy T. Jacobs of
Southwest Harbor, formerly of
Rockland, has completed half of
his pilot training and has been pro
moted to the Basic Flight School at
independence. Kansas.
• • • •
Capt. Everett Kenneth Mills at
Rockland, home on furlough from
Camp Stewart, Ga., where he has
been instructing in Anti-Aircraft

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER

Washington, May 24—Many letters

come to me about the law which
provides Federal care for the wives
and babies cf servicemen.
This
Major Burton C White of Benner maternity care for servicemen’s
Hill, Rockland, railway mail clerk, wives is under administration by
present commanding District Six, the Children’s Bureau and a new
and literal law has just been
Maine State Guard, which includes
passed.
units at Wiscasset, Spruce Head,
The purpose of the laws is to
Rockland, Belfast and Searsport, provide care for the wives and new
will enter the U. S. Navy June 7, babies of servicemen, and to re
as a seaman, notwithstanding 18 lieve the minds of men along this
years connection with military land line. I keep in close touch with Dr.
Martha Eliot of the Childrens Burforces
He started his military career in

best measures.
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June 5—Servicemen's Club' Benefit
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Winterport
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exercises

Barrett specification roofing, guar
anteed for 20 years, is being put on
the main roof of the Community
Building by the Bangor Roofing Co.
The crew of men will be employed
about three weeks at this work.
Rockland Lodge of Elks, at last
week's meeting, initiated to mem
bership, Earl K. Titus and Thomas
J. Iott, both of Rockland.
There will be an important gen-

Street Hardware Co., Goodnow’s
Pharmacy, Rcckland Sales & Serv
ice, Puritan Clothing Co., C. H.
Moor & Co., The Lafayette Packing
Co.. Whitmoyer Labratories, Peoples
Laundry, Dr. Emery B. Howard, and
Haskell’s Fish Market. The cam
paign for members, under the di
rection of Horatio C. Cowan, is
still in progress.
H. Laton Jackson, chairman of
"Education" Sub-Committee
of

A

and

day, Wednesday
Phone 590 City.

HOLIDAY
8.15

Saturday.
38-tf

BEANO
May

30

O’clock

TEMPLE

HALL

LOBSTER, HAM and
TURKEY DINNERS
Super Special Holiday

Extra Prises

LIVE BAJf ?
FOR SALE

W. EARLOGfER
TEL. 2493,

RESOLUTION OF RESPECT
Whereas- Our Heavenly Father in his
Infinite mercy has seen fit to sum
mons Sister Mabelle Keene to the
Great Grange above, /
Wnvirs: Her Irl ndly attitude to
ward those with whom she came in
contact endeared her to all who knew
her.
Be lt resolved. Georges Valley Grange
No 196 mourns the loss of an esteemed
and loyal member.
Be It resolved, our charter be draped
for the prescribed period, a copy of
these resolutions be spread on our
records, a copy sent to the bereaved
family and one sfnt to The CourlerGabette for publication.
Edith Gurney, Iva Trask.
Committee on Resolutions

"KLAND, MAINE
42-45

They too fought boldly and well, for the cause each in his time believed
in preserving! They—in real life as in the pages of the present genera

TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
Tel. 662
• CLAREMONT 8T.
ROCKLAND,. ME.

MZi

. PARAMOUNT REOPENS

!

jl

The Paramount Restaurant 377 Main St.. Rock-

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

❖

land, is now open for business following a complete

£
❖
*

renovating, installation of a new floor and many im-

♦

provements.

*
*
❖
***

patronage and deeplyappreciates that of the past.

❖
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The

Paramount warmly

invites

your future

>
<
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At the Faculty meeting Monday High School, 324-W, or with Miss
Mrs. Pitts reviewed Dorothy can- Katherine Taylor, instructor.
• • • •
field Fisher's book, "Our Young
Folks.” is a survey of the results
Evelyn Sweeney is working this
cf six years of investigation on the week in the mayor’s office; Nathalie
part of the American Youth Com Jackson is working part time in the
mission of the American Education Farm Bureau office, and Elsie Nor
Council. Accurate pictures were ton is working at the First National
drawn of the conditions of young Bank.
• • • •
people in the decade preceding this
war, "all of whhich will be the same
The girls softball team played
in the years following the war," says Lincoln Academy, here, Monday
Mrs. Fisher, "unless we, as respon after school, with the whole team
sible adults, take upon ourselves the playing an excellent game. Rock
duty of seeing that young people land was victorious, with a final
are trained in skills necessary in score of 8-4.—M. L. Duff.
• • • «
this machine-served world of pro
Mr. Sturtevant’s 4th
period
duction and distributions.”
• • • •
physics class has recently pre
What opportunities lie ahead of sented two skits, from the Westingthe High Schools were particularly house Company: "Research and
stressed.
Although high school Protection,” with “Paul Shannon”
teachers feel that the avalanche of portrayed by Vance Norton, and
change has been directed at them, "Dr. Phillips Thomas” by Ernest
they know that, as teachers, they Munro. In the second one, "Elec
are engaged in a work of limitless trons by the Ounce or Billion,”
possibilities.
these same characters were por
• ♦ • »
trayed by Betty Hempstead and Jack
The annual Knox-Lincoln Track Hatteson. This skit dealt with elec
and Field Meet will be held in Rock tronic research and was a very in
land, June 7 Three schools have teresting explanation of the size and
so far agreed to take part: Thom weight of the electrons and the use
aston High, Lincoln. Academy and of electronic tubes in practical ap
Rockland High. Mr. Bowden is di pliances. John Brann was conrecting.
trolman and sound effects man.—
• • • •
Edith Carr.
• • • •
At a recent class meeting, the
following ’Seniors were chosen to
Monday, Mrs. Dorman served 265
take part in the last assembly and dinners in the gym, a record
at the banquet: Gifts to the Seniors making day.
• • • •
Ruth Emery’ and Benjamin Sha
piro; prophecy, Marie Berry; class
At Tuesday’s Senior High as
history, Gloria Witham and Richard sembly, Ralph C. Wentworth spoke
Stevens; address to undergraduates, on agriculture. He said that last
Norma Blom; class will, Charlie years farmers and victoy garden
Seaman.
ers had done a wonderful job; also,
• • • •
more eggs were produced in Knox
"The Battle of Britain," the County than could be used last year.
fourth in the series of films on In closing Mr. Wentworth expressed
"What We Are Fighting For," was a need for young people in the blue
shown at Junior High assembly on berry fields and in the bean fields.
Wednesday merning, with the Sen His helpful talk was followed by a
ior High pupipils as guests. Bar community sing led by Polly Have
bara Jackson, Room 9, conducted ner, with Barbara Allen at the pi
devotional exercises, and Leo Con- ano.
Alan Wilkie was chairman
nellan spoke on the duty of the and Jane Perry conducted devotions
pupils to buy defense stamps each Leo Ccnnellan spoke on the need
week.
of buying more defense stamps, in
• • • •
order to keep the MinuteMan flag
A special assembly was held May flying.—Joan Abbott.
19, with Miss Grace Leigh Scott as
• ♦ ♦ •
speaker. Her subject was “Prepara
The National Thespian Society
tion for the Game of Life.” Miss will hold its annual banquet at the
Scott has traveled all over the Thorndike Hotel at 6 30 next Mon
United States, telling high school day, to be followed by a dance at
students about the difficulties that the Community Building. Alumni
must be met in the world and urg members may obtain tickets from
ing students to get ready to reach Allston Smith.—Charlotte Cowan.
• • • •
successfully a goal in life. She told
of the chaos that followed World
A special Pitt Parker assembly
War 1 that could have been avoided was held today, for both Junior and
if the young people had only been Senior High. This concluded the
sufficiently prepared to enter upon series given by this fine entertain
the “game of life.” Miss Scott said, ment bureau of Boston.
"We must have clear heads in order
to reason logically.”—Joan Abbott.
The crucial game in the Knox and
• • • •
Lincoln League -will be played ot
Sumner Philbrook and Norman
Community Park 'this (Tuesday)
Fitzgerald have taken care of the
afternoon at 3 o’clock by Thomas
school law nthis week.
ton High and Rockland High.
• • • •
The Home Economics Department Thomaston won the championship
Ls in need of a chest of drawers or last season and was in a fair way
a bureau in their laboratory at once. to easily repeat the performance
Even if not in good condition, the this year until 'Rockland rallied to
Kelley will
donation would be very acceptable the danger point.
as the girls could refinish it in the again toe on the mound for the visi
Home Improvement class. Anyone tors while Allen will do the honors
having such a chest to give the for the home team. The game
school, or possibly to sell at a low merits a toig crowd and will be
price, please‘get in touch with the fought for all there is in it.

SCOTT’S Representatives Will Be At

CUTLER’S
WEDNESDAY, MAY 31
SAVE AND

SERVE

ALWAYS THE BEST
Three Crow Brand

FOR SALE

ROCKPORT
FURNISHED apartments to let. TEL
42*43 1265W or 921M i
43-44

BURPEE
Funeral Home

$3.88 TO $7.88 I

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to convey my sincere appre
ciation to everyone who so kindly
helped us during our great sorrow, and
for the beautiful flowers, cards and
all expressions of sympathy.
•
Herbert E. Ulmer

ints such as Astors,
lossis, Pansies, For Jvsum, Calendulas,

>ur boe and go to it.
prices.

REMEMBER THE HEROES OF YESTERYEAR—

WHITE

Tuesday,

et Peppers, Broccoli,
Chives, .Asparagus,
•
cn Rabbits, Vigoro,

DAY

"Rockland Citizens’ Committee on

Loftier than the heights,
Which neither the flight of Time
the eroding rain can wear away
Visit CHnton F. Thomas, optome Nor His
Character—■"
Ralph L. Williams,
trist for a pair of good glasses, 492
Bertha G. Howe.
Old County Road, Rockland Me.
Ethel M. Creighton,
Irving P. Rich.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m. Mon*
Committee on resolutions.

EXTRACTS
SPICES
CREAM TARTAR
AND SODA
TOP QUALITY
LOWEST PRICES

Sold by All Independent
Retailers
Distributed by

JOHN BIRD CO.

The Final Games

With 2 years high school or equivalent to prepare
for essential work with bright future.
18-month
accelerated nursing course. Salary, maintenance,
tuition, uniforms, and books furnished.
No ex
pense. Write today.
Director of Nursing Education
149 Hillside Avenue
Arlington, Mass.
MINIMUM
Furs $1.50, $150 valuation
Cloth

Coats $1.00,
Valuation

$100

Offer goed until available spare is exhausted.

Now Only 1%!
You Save Onehalf And More
Help Uncle Sam

and your pocketbook by bringing in your furs. Trucks consume
tires, gas. oil and our government wants us to conserve! Ex
clusive features of SCOTT Storage unchanged! Invest Now!

Chambermaids Wanted At The Samoset

APPLY

SCOTT Cold Storage For Furs

MISS FOLEY AT THE SAMOSET

Rockport at Vinalhaven.

Wednesday

Lincoln at Camden.
Friday
Rockland at [Vinalhaven.
Camden at Thomaston.

Rockport at Lincoln.
• • • •
Rockland 20, Lincoln 8

Rockland went wild, and blasted
26 hits off three Lincoln pitcher?,

scored 20 runs to win their sixth
victory of the season. F. E. Allen
allowed Lincoln 11 hits and 8 runs

Rcckland had a big first inning
highlighted by Goggin’s 3-run
homer and doubles by F E. Allen,
Holden, and F. S. Allen. Rockland
also scored five runs in the six-th
with F. 6. Allen contributing a
triple.
F. S. Allen made a single, two
doubles, and a triple In six trips to
the plate, McLellan made two
singles, a double and a triple in six
trips and McRae made four singles
to star for Rockland, L. Johnston
made five out of five, including a
double, to star for Lincoln.
Both teams looked good on the
field and made some sparkling plays

in both the infield and the outfield.

The score:
ROCKLAND

ab r h po a

F. E. Allen,
Flint, c

5

p

7

0
0

2

Holden, lb

6 3

3 13

F. S. Allen, s
McLellan, If
Googins, 3b

6 4
6 4
4 2

4 2
4 2
3 0

Gerrish, 3b

2

0

0

Kelsey, rf

4

12

Lindsey, rf

2 110

0

McRae, cf

6

0

Webber, 2b

4 0 112

2

2

0
0

2

1

10

4

1

51 20 26 27 13

Total

LINCOI^N
ab r h po

Banks, 3b

2

4

10

a
2

R. Johnston, cf

5

4

2 5 1

Russell, s

32

0 2 2

L. Johnson, c
Ripley, If

50
50

5 7 0
0 2 0

4

Brooks, 2b, p
Short, rf

0

111

0

3 0

Pierce, lb

40
50

2

7 0

York, p

00

0 0

Sidelinger, p

40

50 8

Total
Rockland

0

0 0 0
10 0 0

Doe, ph

11 27

8

50012522 3—20

(Continued on Page Six)

Cool Clothing values that
are in tune with the
times ...
; -I (.;•
These cool suit values Of
ours are so loud that you
can hear them all over
town.

And men who live in one
end of the city hear what
the other end of the city
is buying and run in.
Action . . . that’s the word
we’re looking for . . . and
to get action we have
priced these cool suits so
that you can afford to
come in and buy them
without a second thought.
Light in weight . . . cool
and comfortable

Tropical Worsted Suits
$25.00

Straw Hats
$2.00, $2.50, $3.00
Frank Sinatra Bow Ties
In Colors That Will Liven
Up The Landscape 50c

GREGORYS
Top-To-Toe Outfitters
416 Main St.,

41-46

2 0

6 12 6

Boys Two Tone Ensembles
$5.95

43-46

CHAMBERMAIDS

Thomaston at Rockland.

Some mighty attractive
Ensembles Suits in Plain
Colors and Two Tones
$5.00 To $10.95

YOUNG WOMEN

KOCKLAND, MAINE
22F32

School Baseball
Tuesday

tion’s school-books, have provided inspiration for those who go forth in
Municipal Research" announces
battle today—to perpetuate the id eals of democracy. On this day we
that State Commissioner of Educa
tion Harry V. Gilson will speak at
salute, together with the heroes of our own time—the nation’s heroes
ihe Community Building at 8 p. m.
of yesteryear . . .
Monday June 19. All members of
Harold G. Cole of The Courier- othe rcommittees and the public are
Gazetite staff, who has been con- invited.
finedi to his home several weeks, is
KNEW JOEL BARTER
Attention To Rules Man From Glendale
making steady gain, and in the
MLss Ruth Lord and her friend
piccess of convalescence is dividing MLss Mildred Henderson, both of Jennie Howard of Nobleboro Also Editor of The Courier-Gaze let:—
his time between his Main street Portland are guests of her aunt,
Discusses the Sidelingers
The Haws of the United States Californian Looking Up Old
residence and his Summer heme Mrs. Ardie Johnson.
Friends Here In Knox
provides that a dependency benefit
Nobleboro, May 28
at South Hope.
of $42 monthly shall be (payable to
County
BORN
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In Municipal Court Saturday
Thaver—At Vinal Maternity Home,
In answer to Mr. Barter's letter of the child of (a service mafi, in the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Moody
May 27. to Mr. and Mi's. Dana F. Thayer
Armas Rytky paid fine and costs cf
Warren, a daughter Louise Doro April 18, I knew Joel Barter ai- event that a benefit is not payable
of Glendale, Calif., are guests at
amounting to $28.20 for taking a thy.
to a wife. In such cases, the gov
Clay—At Camden. May 21. to Mr. and I did not live in Glenmere, but
* car belonging to Bernard Cun Mrs. Oscar Clay, a son Charles Ab
ernment demands conclusive proof, ’The Thorndike Hotel in the course
Capt. Jasper Andrews did and I am that the child is in fact the off ; of a six-weeks vacation. Mr
ningham of Sheepscot without the bott.
owner’s permission. The charge
his daughter. I have been a great spring of the service man. Mar Moody, a former resident of Ash
MARRIED
against the respondent also in
Kittredge-Clark—At Laguna Beach, many times to the Church on the riage lines are ‘best.
Point and Rockland, is happy at
May 26, Lieut. George W Kit
cluded "driving without a license." Calif.,
The
Red
Cross
stands
ready
to
Ridge
with
my
mother,
now
de

tredge of South Thomaston and Miss
[ the opportunity of meeting some of
Gayle Clark.
assist, but this office earnestly receased.
[ his many friends in this section,
The Civil Air Patrol group meets
In Nobleboro there are a great quests,that more attention be paid
DIED
Wednesday night at the High
to legal proof of paternity. It is jand harks back ’to the changes
Kimball—At Rockland. May 28 Pa- many by the name of Sidelinger;
School.
triclaA.. infant daughter of Mr. and Ellsworth. Maurice, Otis, Rose, Ar- not easy to establish these matters | which have taken place since his
Mrs. James imball, age 3 days. Fu
neral service and Interment ftt York vill, Burt and Elsie. In Warren and after a man has gene overseas. A last visit to Knox County seven
Degrees were conferred upon Mr. Village.
little less haste, and more attention 'years ago.
and Mrs. Chauncey Lowell at meet
Stickney—At Warren. May 29. Abbie Waldoboro there are more by that
Jane,
wife
of
Joseph
Stickney,
age
63
Originally a granite cutter, who
ing of Golden Rod If’hapter, Friday years. 11 months, 7 days. Funeral name. Burt Sidelinger Ls my next to the rules, may be worth $42 a
month.
’
Aorked
at Vinalhaven among other
Wednesday
at
2
o'clock
from
Simmons
door
neighbor.
night. Those planning to attend
funeral ^tome
Interment In NewKeryn
ap
Rice,
Chairman
places,
he
is now successfully en
Will Mr. Barter please enlighten
the supper in connection with the combe cemetery.
gaged
in
the
restaurant business.
me as to whether he was a relative
observance of the 50th anniversary
IN
MEMORIAM
Mrs.
S.
Merritt
Farnum
of
Lew

He reports .that Californians’ pock
of William Barter at Tenant's Har
of Ivy Chapter of Warren, Fri
In memory otf Berton L. Lawry who
iston, Mrs. Edward H. Grant and ets are lined With money these
bor
Jennie Howard
day, should notify Mrs. Clara Watts passed away June 3. 1943.
Mrs. Dora Page of Auburn were days, and that the cost of living
We miss your gentle presence
immediately. Announcement was
We miss your smile so dear.
•
guests
of Miss Margaret Simmons has risen correspondingly.
was made that a school of instruc
The public library will be closed
You are gone but not forgotten
By
us
who
loved
you
here.
curing
the
convention of the State
Mr. Moody is an admirer of Gcv.
tion for this district will be held
all day Tuesday.
Wife, Lillian. Sister and Brother
Federation
of
of
Music
Clubs.
MLss
Warren
cf California, whom he
in Thomaston .June 21, with Mrs.
Simmons
and
Mrs.
Grace
M.
13
trout
calls "a great guy.” A Republican
Mildred Collins of Auburn, grand
Farm income in 1943 was $19,000,IN MEMORIAM
entertained informally in their presidential
ticket headed by
1943—William Pease—1944
conductress, in charge Grace Chap
000,000. It is still rising.
call was sudden, the shock severe.
honor after the Friday evening Dewey nnd Warren would; sweep
ter of Thomaston will be inspected The
We little thought such grief was near
that night by Mrs. Mary Minot of Only those who have lost can teU
Drs James F Burgess and Brad concert. Out of town guests in his adopted iState, he says.
The pain of parting without farewell
During a visit to Warren Satur
South Portland, worthy grand ma A solemn prayer, a silent tear
ford F. Burgess, optometrists, will cluded Mrs. Foster L. Haviland and
Many
memories
left
with
us
here.
tron.
be absent from their office until Mrs. Gerald P. Clifford of Port- day Mr. Mocdy made inquiries con
Sadly missed by wife and sons,
father, mother, brothers and sister. » June 9. The office will remain open j land, Mrs. Edna Harmon and Miss cerning a bone marlinspike which
Mayor Edward R. Veazie was
for the making of appointments. j Cynthia Perkins of Kennebunk, he knew used to be kicking around
RESOLUTONS OF RESPECT
guest aboard one of the larger Coast
43-44 j Mrs. Fred P. Stevens of Presque there tomewhere. Friends trotted
Whereas Our Heavenly Father, has
Guard patrol boats Sunday for a called
| Isle, Mrs. Lawton and Mrs. Law it out, and the IGlendale restauour beloved
Pastor, Rev.
four hour practice patrol of the Zcbedee Andr?ws 'to his eternal rest.
rence cf Auburn, Mrs. Charles W. lajiteur will bear it back to Cali
that the Official Board of
Coast Guard Temporary Reserve. theResolved,
People's Methodist Church of
Cameron, Mrs. Benjamin P. Willis fornia in triumph.
shall set aside a page in their
The vevssel was temporarily in Union,
ton, and Mrs. Winfield F. Sawyer of
Just to make the day complete
records to his memory.
Resolved, that we extend a letter
charge of Malcolm Seavey, vice
Banger,
and
MisS*Nellie
Tibbetts
he
stopped a street fight, his hair
sympathy to the wife and son of
commander and operations ofllcer. of
our deceased {Pastor, and commend
and Miss Grace Paulsen of Thcm standing rn end as he saw nobcdy
who had as a crew, Howard E. them to Him. who never faileth. and
aston.
interfering with a sanguinary
whom their loved one served’ with un
FLANNEL
Crcaier, motor mechanic; Nel failing faith.
battle
which “was taking place in
What ls a picture or a statue in
son Gray, fireman, second class; comparison
The stretch of Pew highway built the heart of Main sitreet.
with one who has blade
of himself? Colors fade,
Percy Young, seaman, first class; something
las Summer as a detour around the
TROUSERS
marble crumbles, a picture ls a fin
and Leander Guptill and Earle Has ished work But a man who ls fnak■A.-.h Point Naval Station is new
Beano G.A.R. hall, Thursday,
or trying to make his life In the
kell, seamen, second class.
The Ing
open
to the public.
beauty of holiness has Infinite pos
June 1st, 7.30 p. m.—adv.
—AT—
trip of the patrol was across the bay sibilities, that are never finished here
or hereafter
to Vinalhaven, down
through ' He shall not die
REDUCED PRICES
a
greater part of him shall live.
Lairey’s Narrows and back across The
He has built a monument.
More lasting than brass.
the bay and in by Monroe Island.

;et

ids and Stamps

MEMORIAL

LGHTS

[GH SCHOOL

eral meeting of the Union Farm
ers ’ Co-operative Trading Club.
Wedneseday night, at Glover Hall
in Warren.

ernor

Waterville
to Congress
les, Waterville

14.—Commencement

Mrs. Augustus B Huntley was
elected president cf the Congrega
tional Honor Fx>ll League at meet
ing held last week. Other officers
are: Mrs. Harold L.| Karl, vice
president; Mrs. Donald G. Cumming
treasurer; Mrs. Joseph Emery, Sr.,
secretary; Mrs. Calvin A. Sherman,
Miss Louise Harden and Mrs. Neil
S Perry, scribes. There are 99
names on the roll at present, four
having been recently added: Paul
Moran, Allen Carle, William Cum
mings, and George Kittredge. ’tea
was served by Mrs. Charles E. Mer
ritt and Mrs Flora Crocker.

of Thomaston High SSchool.
Grange hall
,
June 14—SalAtlon Army Drive starts.
June 19 State Primary Election.
June 21—Rockland High School Grad
uation.
June 22-23—National Hospital Days.
June 23-25—Department Convention
of the American Legion at Old Or
Mrs. Lenore B, Savage reports
chard Beach.
June 27—Annual meeting of the that 11 new members have been
Maine Medical Association In Rock added to the Chamber of Commerie
land
July 2 -Camp Tangle-wood opens at raster; Lucien K. Green, Main
Camden.

Coltart, S2c,
Ircgraphical deJavy in Washweek-end leave,
n Rockland, re«
gtcn yesterday

r, USNCB.. re
nt Asbury Park,
ig a leave with
ind Mrs. Lowell
rren.
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had brought them here.
They were given physical exami
nations, their equipment was in
spected, and orders were issued to
keep their canteens filled to the
mouth. Mr. Winkle understood the
reason for thifc was for them to have
a supply of water should they find
themselves on a life raft.
Thus readied, they were assem
bled one morning and marched out
through an entrance in the brick
wall. They made their way along a
road at the side of the harbor, in
which many ships, all painted an in
different gray, were moored. Mr.
Winkle had never seen a real ship
before, and was impressed with their
size. He wondered whiqh would be
theirs.
They were called to a halt beside
the high wall of one of the larger
vessels.
He looked up at it and thought,
"Here I go. Here I go.” .
But he found himself only a lit
he?
tle excited, and speculated on why
Well, maybe not hard, but with
he wasn’t greatly perturbed.
plenty of preparation.
Orders were shouted.
To his
The additional months as a mem
amazement
and
relief,
they
started
ber of a service company had
inarching back again to the staging
brought the confidence of experience.
They had brought a Corporal’s area. This had been merely prac
stripes, and finally those of a full- tice.
The man next to him said, “That
fledged Sergeant. He and Mr. Tinkwas a close one.”
Each day after that they went
through the same process. The third
time it was repeated there were
complaints.
If they were going, why didn’t
they go?
Why didn’t they start and get this
war over with?
Even Mr. Winkle asked these
questions and came not to believe in
any of the marches to the ship. He
took it for granted that each time
he arrayed himself in his full equip
ment and sweated to the pier that he
would turn right around again and
come back. With others he began
to accept the rumor that they
weren't going at all.
The day they didn’t stop, but kept
right on marching, up the gang
plank and on to the ship, he felt
betrayed, cheated and fooled.
To Mr. Tinker at his side he ob
served, “Well, I guess we’ve burned
our gangplanks behind us.”

CHAPTER X
—
Between Mr. Tinker and the Ir
reducible fact that they were actu
ally off to one of the various wars
going on, Mr. Winkle didn’t sleep
much that first night. He lay there
precariously on the edge of the berth
trying to adjust himself to the situa
tion and regretting a little that he
had not taken the chance of getting
out of the Army when he had the
opportunity.
This was, as the saying went, it.
This was what he had trained for.
He was going to where battles were
being fought. He was going to help
fight them. The realization struck
him so forcibly that he nearly fell
out of the berth, especially when
Mr. Tinker gave him an extra hard
push.
Then, again, he endeavored to look
on the bright side of it.
He was a hardened soldier, wasn't

r

The day they didn’t stop, but kept
right on marching up the gang
plank and on to the ship, he felt be
trayed, cheated and fooled.

er were a team, it having been found
that Mr. Tinker was good at the
heavier work, while he supplied a lit
tle more skill at figuring it out.
He couldn't overlook the drama of
lt, either. Here they were, several
hundred men in a special train,
rushing to an unknown destination
to save the nation. He knew that
crack streamliners were sidetracked
for them. Everything made way for
them. Even if you were hurrying
to risk your life, that gave you a
sense of importance.
He fell asleep on this thought,
dreaming that he was sinking in
wide waters and that he grasped at
a tiny straw to save himself.
Dawn was breaking behind the
train when he awakened. He lay
for a moment, surprisingly not much
moved by this evidence of to where
they were going. He simply accept
ed it.
At least there would be warmth
and palm trees and jungle and tropic
beaches.
Perhaps, he reflected, it would be
an interesting and even a nice trip
and nothing at all would happen to
him. Certainly in no other circum
stances would he ever hope to visit
the South Seas. Above all, he want
ed to see a cannibal; a person who
ate another person had always in
terested him.
He roused Mr. Tinker, both to get
him to move over and to let him
know. “Look,” he said.
Mr. Tinker gazed out the window.
He was a little slow in understand
ing about the sun rising in the east in
back of the train, which meant they
were going west. When he did he
yelled, “It's the Japs! The Japs!”

“We ain’t there already?” some
one asked querulously.
“Shud up!” voices called. "Shud
up!”
Mr.
Winkle
expected
to be
marched right on a ship as soon as
they reached their embarkation port
two days later. But there seemed
to be no such hurry as that whicn

War work and hasty lunch-box
meals sometimes result in upset di
gestive systems, pepto-bismol
helps to relieve stomach distress and
discomfort—and to retard simple
diarrhea. Tastes good and does good.
Ask your druggist for pepto-bis
mol*—when your stomach is upset.
g.y.SJWiQfc

crowded with them. If they had lit
tle privacy before, they had none
now. It was barely possible to step
anywhere without walking on some
body, or putting your foot into the
middle of a crap game.
Somehow they managed to move
around, for the most part good-na
turedly. Mr. Winkle marveled at
what he and other men had been
conditioned to stand. He began to
have a respect for the extent that
man would let himself be abused for
the opportunity of traveling a long
Mrs. Evelyn Bradley, Mgr.
way to get killed. Despite its in
43-44
convenience and tragedy, there was
a decided element of joy in war, of
virile men becoming braves a'nd set
ting out on the exciting adventures of
the warpath.
The favorite pastime, while stand
£ a aa
ing or sitting on deck, or leaning
against the rail, was speculating on
MRS. ISABEL LABE
where they were going.
Correspondent
“Australia,” was proposed, "and
££aA
I aim to see one of them kangaroos
Telephone 78
jumping around with her kid in her
pocket.”
“No, sir,” another differed. “If
Franklin Douglas has been guest
it was Australia, they’d told us. My
of his aunt, Mrs Martha Richards.
cousin went out there last year and
Mrs. Oliver Wood and son have
he knew from the tifne he left. He
ain't seen any kangaroos yet, but he opened their home on Medomak
says the people there are hep-cats Terrace
who cook with gas.”
Mrs. Nellie Wade has returned
“The Solomons.” a third man said.
“We took them over, didn’t we? home from New Brunswick, N. J.,
We’re being sent out to hold them. where she spent the Winter with her
I had it straight from the top kick—” son, Ernest Wade
Mr Wade ac
“Something tells me,” another companied hi smother home.
man interrupted, “we’re going to be
Mrs. Herbert Standish has been
dropped off in Hawaii. I always
wanted to go there, and now is it.” passing a few days in Portland
He was hooted down on the basis
Miss Mary Connell of Trey, N.
that no such luck could be theirs.
Y., has been visiting Mr and Mrs.

“Cannibals,” he told them. He
thought his guidebook had said that.
“Me,” said Mr. Tinker, “I don’t
care where it is just so there’s Japs.”

On the fourth day, while sitting on
the deck with his back against the
rail, Mr. Winkle nearly jumped out
of his life belt when there was a
loud explosion forward.
He was lurching to his feet and
had reached a crouching position be
fore he realized that the gun crews
were holding firing practice.
He sank back down again, seeing
other men following suit.
The guns kept on chattering, send
ing up shells to burst high in the
air at different levels. From the
other ships they could see the same
practice going on. It was fascinating
to watch, and the noise and smell of
burning gunpowder added to their
sense of security.
In the midst of the racket Mr.
Winkle was startled to hear his name
being called.
Mr. Tinker stared at him, scowl
"Hi, Pop!”
ing to get his meaning. Though he
Looking up, he saw Freddie Tin
didn’t know the true quotation, he dall. In back of him were Jack and
appeared to find something wrong several more of the original Spring
with Mr. Winkle’s version, or at ville contingent.
least with the way he spoke.
“Hello, Mr. Winkle,” Jack greeted
“What’s the matter. Pop?” he him. The boy’s eyes twinkled, and
asked. "You seasick already?”
he spoke as if they were meeting
More men poured on to the ship, casually on Maple Avenue.
"This,” said Mr. Winkle, strug
and still more marched along the
pier toward her. Mr. Winkle, Mr. gling to his feet, “is quite a place
Tinker and ten others were shown to have a reunion.”
They held it, nevertheless, in the
below to their private stateroom. In
stead of bunks, a large cabin had middle of the Pacific Ocean, pump
been stripped of its beds and other ing one another’s hands and yelling
luxurious furnishings ahd canvas above the noise of the guns. Fred
hammocks slung in tiers of three die cried, “We’ve got more than
this! Hey, Alphabet! Alphabet!”
fiom a wooden framework.
In a moment the wizened little
Mr. Winkle drew one of the top
Sergeant pushed his way down the
hammocks, so close to the ceiling
deck. The first thing he saw was
that it made him feel like a fly
Mr. Winkle’s stripes with the “T”
sticking there. They stowed their
below them.
Without raising his
gear and investigated the quarters..
voice, but still making himself heard
One of the men opened a door and
he lectured:
stood, frozen in his tracks.
“I been in the Army eighteen
"Come here,” he said in an awed years. You been in eight months,
voice, “and see if you see what I’m and you rate with me. We ain't go
looking at.”
ing to win no war that way. And
They crowded around him, peer look what I got in my machine-gun
ing over his shoulders, and saw a crew. Him,” he pointed at Jack,
gleaming bathroom.
“and him,” he indicated Freddie.
“Holy cow!” another man cried. “All they can do is outshoot any of
"Ain’t our suite sweet?”
them guys working them jiump-guns
The ship would be totally blacked
out at night, which meant no smok
ing on deck.
No cigarette butt or scrap of pa
per was to be thrown overboard lest
/
it leave a trail which could be fol
lowed.
In case the ship was hit and had
to be abandoned, they were to slide
down landing nets which would be
lowered, and not jump overboard.
If a man fell overboard, the ship
could not risk stopping to pick him
up.
These instructions caused no evi
dent alarm. Normally, Mr. Winkle
should have had an acute attack of
imagination right then and there.
But it didn't come, as it hadn't late
ly in the learning that a great and
solicitous mother, the Army, looked
after his every interest. All he had
to do was to trust it, obey orders,
and, most important of all, keep his
V!
mouth shut.
The ship sailed that night while
some of them were asleep and some
of them were still adjusting their
bodies to the hammocks. Mr. Win
kle, listening, heard the deep throb
of the engines. He put his hand
against the ceiling and felt a thrum
ming there. The smell of oil became
stronger. A low. sleepy murmuring
The convoy stretched into the dis
came from other men. A forward
tance far as you could see.
movement became perceptible.
That was all.
up there. Where do you think we’re
No one spoke.
headed for. Pop?”
' ‘
In the morning they were at sea.
Mr. Winkle’s reply ufas lost in
Their own and dozens of other ships
the blast of the antiaircraft guns.
scratched a glassy mirror with con
“Australia!” Jack yelled.
tinual. untired zigzags. The convoy
“New Zealand!” Freddie shouted.
stretched into the distance as far as
“I told you it was India,” the Al
the eye could see. At its outer edges
phabet said. ”1 had it straight from
they could make out destroyers and an officer as the One-A lowdown . ..”
other warcraft, which kept up a wor
Mr. Winkle saw that Sergeant
ried pacing back and forth, in and
Czeideskrowski had become one of
out, and sometimes around in wide them and, what was more, they had
sweeps and circles.
become one with him.
It was heartening to see them and
He was warmed by this, and that
their fellow troopships. Though they the others were on the ship with him.
knew that death was possible any It seemed to make it still safer, and
instant from the sky or from be the sea smoother and even more
neath the water, it seemed just as peaceful.
impossible that anything could touch
Yet still it wasn’t quite the thing
them.
about war he sensed and for which
Soldiers were everywhere on the he continued to search.
I
ship, the last inch of space being
There was a stir among the ships

« « ««

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

IN WALDOBORO

Tel. 40

OPEN

WALDOBORO

It was Sergeant Winkle’s consid
ered opinion that they were going to
New Guinea.
“What they got there, Pop?” he
was asked. “What’s your book say?”

TENANT’S HARBOR

WARREN

RESTAURANT

NOW

Ernest Boggs. Frank Boggs, U.SN.,
lias been at home on leave and is
now stationed at the Naval Avia
tion Ordnance in Tennessee.
Mrs. Roland Genthner Is spending
a few days In Boston. '
Dr and Mrs. G H Coombs were
in Brunswick Friday.
Mrs. Celia Gross of Hallowell was
weekend visitor at the home of Dr
G. H. Coombs.
Mrs. Nellie Wade has moved to
the apartment on Marble avenue
owned by Mrs. Nina Johnston.
At the annual meeting of the La
dies Central Cemetery Association,
Saturday afternoon at Mrs. Maude
Clark Gay’s, businss was followed
by the election of officers. Mrs.
Mildred Ashworth and Mrs. Isabel
Labe were nominating committee.
Officers are: Mrs Jennie Brummitt,
president; Mrs. Rena Crowell, Mrs.
Elizabeth Poor, vice presidents;
Mrs Maude Clark Gay .treasurer;
Miss Edna Young, secretary; Mrs.
Lottie Lovell, auditor.
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Davis of
Taunton, Mass., are visiting rela
tives and friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Dvorak left
the latter part of the week for their
new home in Danbury Conn.
Mrs. Kenneth Hilton has returned
from Alexandria, La., where her
husband has been stationed.
Donald French, 6 P <M) 3c is at
home on leave.
Harry E. Davis, 56. died May 21.
He w’as born in Coventry, Vt., but
had resided in town nine years. Fu
neral services were conducted Wed
nesday at Handers’ Funeral Home,
Rev. J. C. Collind officiating.. In
terment was in the Douglas Ceme
tery.
x

SOUTH THOMASTON
Those attending grand chapter
from Forget-me-not, OES , were
Mrs. Ruby Makinen, Mrs. Annie
Dennison, Mrs. Helen Hill, Mrs.
Frances Norton, Mrs. Arlene Hop
kins, and Mrs. Mary Jackson.
Floyd Rackliff Is out after four
months illness.
Edward Jarrett has bought the
Georgia Snow house and with his

family is moving back to the ’Keag.
Miss Alice Baum has returned
after spending the Winter in Flor
ida.
Clayton Dennison, Eugene Allen
and John Piper have returned to
New York, after a five day fur
lough at home.
Mrs. Jennie Bow’ers has arrived to
spend the Summer with her niece,
Mrs Victoria Clement.
of the convoy.
Messages were exchanged by
blinker and flags.
Mr. Winkle’s ship and five supply
vessels began
to
take
erratic
courses.
It seemed as if something was go
ing to happen after all, that a sub
marine had been detected. The men,
lining the rails, watched and held
their breaths.
Maneuvering smoothly, the six
ships detached themselves from the
main body of the convoy, setting off
at an angle to it. At the same time
three destroyers rode in the same
direction, herding them.
Deepthroated whistles said goodby.
It was clear now that they were
going on a mission of their own. Ru
mor ran like fire through the ship.
They were a special task force.
An urgent call had come for them
from some harassed point
Plans had been changed.
Land was soon to be sighted.
They would see action at any mo
ment.

'

News has been received here rela
tive to an injury to Sherrill Faye
Smith little daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. Newell J. Smith of Milo. It
was, caused by a fall from a porch
to the cement sidewalk below. at
the home of her grandmother in
New Britain, Conn., where she was
visiting. The child has several
broken bones, and a serious elbow
fracture, necessitating an operation
at a Hartford hospital, after which
she will be in care of an orthopedic
burgeon for several months to be as
sured ot use of the arm. Mrs
Smith’s address is 044 Ckirbui
Ave., New Britain, Conn.
Mrs Perley Miller and two grand
children, visited her mother in
Ma rise t on Mother’s Day motoring
there with Mr. and iMrs. Wil
liam Cook, who were guests of Mrs.
Cook's relatives in Southwest
Harbor
Mrs Myrtle Taylor is visiting
relatives in Springfield, Mass.
Mrs. Etta Covalt is now in an
Augusta Hospital for treatment.
She has been spending the past sev
eral months at the home of (Mis.
James Taylor.
i
Members of [Naomi Chapter,
O. E
S. in attendamcie at
the Grand Chapter session in
Lt’wiston comprised: Mrs. Gwen
Dowling, Mrs. Jessie Harris, Mrs
Mary Marriott, (Mrs. Margaret
Cant, Mrs. Mabel (Wilson and Mrs.
Maude Paterson.

Members of the Georges Valley
Beys 4-H Club will collect waste
paper Memorial Day. It is requested
that all such waste paper be secuiely tied for handling, separating
magazines from newspapers.
Mrs. Chester E. A Starrett re
turned Thursday to Providence,
after spending a few days at her
summer home in this town.
Mrs. Henry V. Starrett is in
Gardiner with Mrs. Everett Bird.
Flowers seen at the Baptist
Church Sunday, were: Red and
white carnations from Miss Carol
and June Robinson of Cincinnati
in memory of their grandmother,
Mrs. M. R Robinson, basket of cut
flowers in memory of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred M. Kenniston, and Percy
Kenniston, the latter from the Ken
niston family. A poem, original
with Misses Carol and June Robin
son, commemoratlg tiie birthday of
their grandmother, was read by the
pastor during the services.
Congregational Ladles Circle net
ted $70 from the rummage sale held
Thursday.
Miss Ruth Starrett has returned
home from Gorham Teachers Col
lege. where she has completed her
second year, and is spending the
summer with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Starrett. She will
SOUTH WARREN
be employed during the summer on
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Glover of
the Virgil Hills milk delivery route. Rockland have moved to the E C.
Frank D Rowe and Sidney F. Cutting farm
Copeland will act as co-chairmen of
Earl Gross of Morrill has com
the fifth War Loan IDrive.
pleted drilling a Well for Maurice
The Ken McKenzie show, auspices Lermcnd. A good flow of water was
of E. A. Starrett Auxiliary, SUV., secured at a depth of 75 feet.
will start Thursday at 8:30 P. M.
Mrs O. B. Libby is spending the
Mrs Carrie R. Smith, chaplain of week at her former home in Au
Ivy Chapter, O.ES attended Grand burn.
Chapter, O.ES., in Lewiston, and
Mr and Mrs. Edgar Ames of
acted as usher.
Thomaston have moved to the (Hy
A pay banquet will be served by
ler farm which they recently
Ivy Chapter, O.E.S. Friday at 6:30
bought.
preceeding the stated meeting at
Mrs. Bertha Jordan was guest
which the 50th anniversary of the
Sunday
of his sister, Mrs. Henry
founding of the Chapter, will be
Jones
in
Thomaston.
observed. Golden Rod Chapter,
Mr. and (Mrs. (Jesse Mills, Mr. and
OE S. of Rockland is invited.
Mrs.
Charles Copeland and Mr.
This community was saddened by
and
Mrs.
Oscar Copeland visited
the death Monday cf Mrs. Abbie
Sunday
at
J.
W. Linekin’s in Thom
Jane Stickney. 68, wife of Joseph
aston.
Stickney, who had been ill several
'Richard Bucklin who was (called
months. Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 2 at the Sim here by the death of his brother,
mons Funeral Home, and burial Fred Bucklin, has returned to
will be at Newcombe cemetery. Chicago.
Obituary deferred.
Eleanor Fal-es, accompied by
Mrs. A. S. Bishop went to Port Ethel Wotton and Muriel Anderson
land Monday to meet her daughter, of Warren, spent last Friday in
Miss Evelyn Bishop, student nurse Portland.
at the R oyal Victoria Hospital, of
Montreal, Que., w’ho is on a vaca
MEDOMAK
tion. The two will spend the holi
Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy,
day in Portland, and will be joined Mrs. George Carter and Laura
there Tuesday by Rev. Mr. Bishop, Murphy visited Sunday with Mr.
and later go to Sanford, where he and Mrs. Thomas Carter and Mrs.
will take over his new pastorate, Freda Collamore.
next Sunday.
Mrs. Hazel Genthner returned
Mrs. Emma Lewis, who has been
Monday from New York after a
convalescing at the home of Mrs.
visit with Mr Genthner whose
James Ewing, since coming from
ship was in Port there.
Knox Hospital, where she was a
Pfc. Clarence Prior who passed
surgical patient, returned to her
15-days
furlough with his mother,
own home, Friday.
Mrs.
Martha
Prior, returned last
Mrs. Jane Andrews. Mrs. Myrtle
Friday
to
Camp
Rucker. Ala.
Gould and George Carr have re
Mrs. Astor Willey. Addis McLain,
turned from Safety Harbor, Fla.,
and Mrs. Andrews has re-opened Mrs. Dana MciLaun and Elsie Mc
Lain spent Saturday in Portland.
her home here for the Summer.
Mr and (Mrs. Ernest Barter of
Hjalmar Kallio and Richard
Kallio AMM3s of Quincy, Mass.,
w’ere recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
TO LET
Jane Ohtonen and daughter Lilja.
I have an oversupply of Year
Books. Will any of my policyhold
ers w’ho, would like one or two
please let me know? It is a note
book with half a f>age for every
day in the year. S A. Lavender,
Insurance, 161 Main St, Thomas
ton, Tel. 4.—adv.
41-43

A BOY SCOUT

ROOM to let at 97 Union St TEL
97GM.
43-11
FURNISHED rooms to let, 48 MA
SONIC ST . Tel 768J after 6pm
42* tf
COTTAGE to let at Owl’s Head for
season. 5 rooms furnished. Electric refrlgerator. hot plate, cook stove, fireplace, running water, tolJet. Apply
ELLA MADDOCKS. Owl s Head. Tel.
Rockland 386-5.
______________ 41*42
FURNISHED two-room apartment to
let at 84 (CRESCENT ST.. City
41*43
FURNISHED rooms to let at FOSS
HOUSE._77Park St , City._________ 40tf
GARAGE on Main street to let? Price
$4 month. V. F. STUDLEY, 77 Park St.
Tel. 330.
JMtf

VINALHAV
MRS OSCAR C IjJ
Correspondent

$/

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

Mr. and Mrs. James S
Saturday and are guests <

lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times.

Its. Leslie Stinson.

Firs

Mr and 'Mrs. R Mo:,
j ived (Saturday from (New
will pass the Suinine;
Lane’s Island home.
John (Johnson went \1
to Whitinsville, Mass, u! (
employment.
Harold Vinal of New
mother Mrs. Evie Vinal <
arrived Saturday at t
mer home “The (Moors
Island They liave as
Margery Stone of Boh,
Mrs. (Llewellyn Kn-owll,
word recently of the J
her son Carleton Cte:
land.

small words to a Uns.
_ „
----- ...
Special Notice: All “Mind
L
laento which require the answers to be'
™ CwrUr*
Gasette office for handling, cost » cents additional.

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

BUNGALOW practically new for
RATION Book 4 lost.
4 rooms, sun porch, bath; 9
JOHNSON. 10 High St.. City.
41 F 43 sale.
BOOKER ST. Thomaston. Tel. 114 11.
________ oj______________ 43*44
RATION books 3 and 4 lost
BERT TOIA1AN and LAURA E ME
TWO
home-made tractors.!
Just
SERVEY. 4 Old County Road.
3 made; sewing
machine on wheels,
nearly new belt; Kfnkade (garden trac
RATION .Book (gasoline A K»t. W. tor, heavy front end With nearly new
C PACKARD. East Unton.
41»T-4J 7 00x21 tires; arc welding generator
amp ; small metal turning lathe
""ration Book iB lost MRS FLOR 200
with motor. QUINCY PEABODY. Hope.
ENCE KENNISON, 33 Pacific St.
43*44
41 *T-4J
PAIR plastic rimmed glasses lost
PIGS for sale, a weeks old, delivered.
43*45
DAVID BIRD, Tel. 300___________ 42 43 A L RHODES, Rt 3, Union
LAWN niuwer lost on Pleasant St.
FORD
1931
Model
IA
motor
for
sale,
TEL 553W
42 43
re-condltloned and does not use oil
R K Jordan. 6 Kelley Lane, City
__________ »'___________ 43*44

WANTED

IT ls requested that Jack. Gordon get
in touch with his wife. I__
_ 43*lt
’ CEMETERY Inscription work want
ed J A WILLIAMSON, 45 Gleason
St .'. Thomaston. Tel. HS7.___ _ 41*T 49
~ FOUR quart Ice cream freezer, in
good condition wanted. CHESTER A
VOSE. Brooklyn (Heights. Thomaston,
Tel 150-11.______________ 43 45
— WOULD like to exchange "Hoover'’
vacuum Icleaner for "'Electrolux
TEL. 571.___________________.
4311
—28x30 LOBSTER boat wanted. In good
shape, fully equipped. EIAIER HURD.
Ash Point. Me._________ ;_______ 43 *45.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called tor and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ING. 19 Birch St__Tel. 212W. 9 T tf
_PART Collie and Shepherd male pup
wanted. Write RICHARD P LUFKIN.
South Thom a ston;_______________ 43*44
KNITTED baby wear wanted, mit
tens. sweaters, etc. Will furnish pat
terns. Write BOX 125, care CourierGazette.______________ _________ 41 -43
' MAN wanted for general work V. F.
STUDLEY FURNTURE STORE, 283
Main St. TeJ. 1154.______________ 41tf
HELP wanted at Medomak Camp.
Washington, Me. -Baker, cook and
kitchen men and women (for Summer
season. Write PRANK E. Pt>LAND. 22
Oak Terrace, Malden, Mass
42*43
GIRl'S bicycle wanted
CHAS.
SEAVEY. 8 Carroll Lane, City.
42*44
TRUCK driver and helper wanted.
Good pay, steady work Apply at EAST
ERN INC.. 20 Winter St., Rockland
41 43
ELECTRIC plate, two burner wanted.
M E LERMOND, So. Warren Tel.
23 33
41*44
RANGE oil burners wanted, also
Florence and Perfection oil stoves.
C E GROTTON, 138 Camden St. Tel..
1091W.
. 4Olf
COOK wanted for Summer season
two students acceptable, opportunity
for recreation.
BUTTER
POINT
FARM. Waldoboro.
38tf
MAN wanted to live and work on
poultry farm.
WALTER TOLMAN.
Waldoboro, or TEL. Rockland 664R
37tf
ROOMERS or boa-ders wanted: 9
GROVE ST. Tel. 579R__________ 36tf
AT~Hotel Rockland additional wait
resses wanted. salad girls, bell boys.
Excellent meals and uniforms fur
nished. Apply IN PERSON._______ 33tf
ANTIQUES wanted. Compare our
prices. We are now paying from $25
to $75 each for nice old arm chairs
and sofas with good carving on them;
$10 to $25 each for good, old marble
top tables: $5 to $10 each for old china
parlor lamps. Equally good prices for
other Items now to demand
Write
W. J. FRENCH, High St . Camden.
28tf
WILL buy rags, metal, all kinds of
paper, and second-hand furniture.
P () B, x
TEI, 314R________ 4Ilf
GENERAL trucking and hauling,
coal, rubbish and ashes. TEL 902W.
24*29tf
USED Furniture and Stoves wanted.
We will pay cash or trade for new.
Call 1154, V. F STUDLEY. INC., 283
Main St., Rockland.
35tf
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted,
also marble top tables., and old
books CARL SIMMONS. 2 Park St.,
Tel. Rockland. 1240.
35tf

Granite St.

Seizure by troops at the direction of President Roosevelt of the Mont
gomery Ward plant in Chicago constituted probably the gravest threat
to the fllll cl Rights in 150 years.
Disev sigr of the incident, important as it Is to the futiffe of America
cannot Lc a matter of politics. Senator Harry F. Byrd, a Democrat in a
speech delivered in the United States Senate, voiced the nationwide
reaction lo an episode characterized as a "dictatorial act of arrogance”
*nd “p coloYtal blunder.”
Vigorously condemning the drastic steps taken by the Roosevelt
/dniinistraiinn in the Montgomery Ward case. Senator Byrd declared:
‘For the first time In the history of our country we witnessed the
»pecia:lo of the Attorney General of the United States acting as a gen
eralissimo in personal charge of military forces to seize a non-war

If Attorney General Biddle can use the armed forces to seize the non
war business of Montgomery Ward without the approval of either congress
or the courts, he can seize any plant or business operation, using the same
military power whenever such person or a business does something to dis
please him. or does not immediately obey a directive of one of the numer
ous bureaus of the federal government.
”... Have we reached a state in thi» country that the directives of
a Federal bureau can be enforced at the point of the bayonet? If the
directives of the War Labor Board can be so enforced on a non war
business operation, then *o can the directives issued by the Office of
Price Administration, the War Production Board, and the dozens of other
Government agencies, with the result that the constitutional right of the
citizens of America to adjudication of their rights in the proper court of
law will be denie£ to them.
In this instance, Mr. Biddle assumed the position of both the judge and
the prosecutor. Are we coming to a Gestapo in this country? Does Francis
Biddle cherish the ambition to be an American Himmler?

”... Today the American people are in the hands of a centralized
and entrenched bureaucracy such a* America has never before known
It is imperative, so as to preserve our freedoms, that we safeguard the
rights of the individual citizens to appeal to the courts, and require that
differences that may occur between the citizens and any bureau of the
Government shall not be settled by military force, but shall be deter
mined by the Congress and the courts.”
__
_____
WWW
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Tel. 619W._______________ 42 43
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,
I
I
DESIRABLE property for Bale to
j Saturday to Texas after a furlough, Camden, to settle estate. J. HERBERT
I whh his parents. Mr. and Mrs. OOULD. Tel. 3306 or 3170. Oamden
I ' ’
35tf
' Oren McLain.

(Mrs. Nancy Genthner is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Hadlow Genth
ner in West Waldoboro.

■Mrs. Herbert 'Patrick J

BURPEE house for teale. at 201 So.
Main St Inquire of LEROYHUPPER
on premises
_________________ 43*44
USED stroller for sale, good condl
tion. TEL. 628R
43-lt
RECENTLY freshened tow for sale.
1 also seed potatoes. ALBERT PAJMN1
I Unloir____ _ ___________________ 43-45
SEED potatoes for sale. Green Moun
tain and Irish Cobblers, certified seed,
at $3 75 per 100 lbs UNITED CO OP.
1 FARMERS, INC.. New County Road,
Tel. 1144_____ _________________ 43*44
BERD houses for sale, flower treUlses.
garden fences. RAYE’S CRAFT SHOP.
Prescott St.
_____________ 41*T 47
HORSE for sate. 1750 lbs., 6 years
old. sound and clever. Black roan,
will work stogie or double. May be
seen at Waldoboro Town Farm. Apply
to Selectmen's Office. Waldoboro
42 43
TWO boys’ tweedsuits, size 10 for
sale. TEL. 1133.
41tf
HOUSE for sale, 9 'rooms, can be used
as double tenement; 7BEECHWOOD
ST . Thomaston.
42-43
FOR SALE
On Route 1. two miles from Rock
land, one of the best locations In Knot
County for overnight camps or Sum
mer estate. About 400 feet on Route 1.
extending to Penobscot Bay with long
shore frontage. Fine view of bay and
Islands.
Another fine buy—6-room Cape Cod
house In. good repair with 25 acres of
field and woodland, some timber. This
property ls located on Route 1 only
a short distance from Rockland Ex
cellent view of Penobscot Bay and
Islands.
I have listed several 2-famlly houses
at pre war prices.
DEFOREST A THURSTON
Tel 1159
468 Old'County Rd.
Rockland. Me.
41-44
YOUNG English setter dog. for sale,
male, very nicely marked. Price $30.
Call. WARREN 3-41. I
42 44
PAIR man’s hip rubber boots, size 8
for sale. $1RS FRED M. FRENCH. 34

CORNET with case In good, condi
tion. also boy’s s-uit size 18 in brown
for sale. M SAASTAMOINEN. 41 Glea
son St., Thomaston.
42*43
IVORY enamel Infant’s crib with
wheels and1 child’s maple crib. 64x30
for sale. MRS BERNARD RACKLIFF.
Spruce Head. Tel. 58-5 .
42-44
FOR SALE
Real nice 8-room home; choice lo
cation; oil burning furnace; modem
bathroom; hardwood floors.
Lovely
fire-place; cemented cellar.
Nice 3-»oom house at North End;
modern bathroom Two car garage
Nice 7-room house at The Highlands;
modern bathroom and kitchen; hot
air heat. Nice water view.
F H WOOD,
Court House, City
__________________________ ,
41 43
PLAYER piano for sale cheap. RALPH
M SPEAR. Warren.
41*44
GOATS lor sale. MRS R F. EATON.
TEL 361W, Glen Cove. Me.______ 41*43
STOVES for sale, of all klndB C.
E GROTTON, 138 Camden St
Tel.
1091W.
' 31tf
—.............*
WHEN better paint than Glldden’s
Time Tested Paint ls available lt will
be on sale by us. Glldden’s ls best,
outside or Inside SUNOCO SERVICE
STATION. 523 Main St., Rockland
_________________________________ 36tf
PEARL printing press 7x11 for sale.
Boothbay Harbor visited Sunday BALD MOUNTAN CO.. 414 Mato St
34tf
with Mrs Barter’s mother, Mrs.
THE B F 'Collomore residence at 89
Nancy Genthner.
Cedar street for sale. TEL. 1051M.
Corp. Dana McLain returned _________________________________ 42 tf

business operation.

Wherever they live in the United
States and its possessions, regardless
of rare, color or creed, all boy* 12
year* of age and older mav be mem
ber* of the Boy Scout* ol America.

Ladies' of 'the G A R
Friday; supper at 5.30 ij
ers are: Mrs. Lora Hare
Gertrude Hall Mrs., Lot: J
Entertainment will featur
Elephant Sale, with M
Arey NeWbeTt as auction
bers will take articles f-o

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

Preserve The Bill of Rights!

(To Be Continued)

DOUBLE DOTY
D0UMS

I TiffisBay-Friflav

Mrs. Dorothy Ratclif

turned to West (Hart:
having been guest oi
Mrs. Scott Littlefield
Mrs. (Andrew Gilchris

A’

Mbois Webster, returned
from (Lewiston where th
O.E S grand lodge
Arthur Brown returJ
to Boston, having teen j
Mr. and Mrs Alfred <
Union (Church Circle
Thursday and serve sud
The Lions Club wil
Union (Church .vestry .
for supper and business

The Atlantic Avenue
met Friday night at tr
POLITICAL ADVER1

CANDIDA

MISCELLANEOUS
WALDOBORO Radiator Shop C T
LOVEJOY, Depot St., Waldoboro, Me.
43 46
For the present, will make appoint
ments for Tuted ays and Saturdays.
DR J. H DAMON, dentist, 153 Lime
rock street, telephone (1357.
43tf
REFRIGERATION
NECESSARY IN WAR OR PEACE
Instruction. Male. Shortage of men
for instaUatlon and repair work. The
need foi trained, men to overhaul and
install refrigeration and air condition
ing eqotpment Is orgent If you are
mechanically Inclined and have a fair
education. look Into this big pay
trade
Learn how you can get this
training In spare time or evenings No
interference with present Job
For
full Information, write at once, giving
name, address «c, UTILITIES INST,
care Courier-Gazette.
, 43*44
This Is"’to "notify all that from this
date I wlil parvonly tho&e bills contree ted (by mygHf. HENRY BROWN,
Vinalhaven. Me. May 22. J944 .
41*43
FREE if Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers. Indigestion,
Heartburn, BeltSilng, Bloating, Nausret free sample, Ulga.
at CORNER DRUG STORE
38*63
PERMANENT WAVE, 59c! Do your
own Permanent with Charm-Kurl lt.
Complete equipment, including 40
cu lers and shampoo Ea^y to do. ab
solutely harmless. Praised by thou
sands Including Fay McKenzie, glam
orous movie star. Money refunded If
8TOBBtWlt<L
E
B
34*43

A.EVERE
Republican Cj
•
•

Has served tv
county debt .*
Life long Rt-pJ

•

patriotic affai
Island repi eM |

• Strongly inten
the A. E. F. i

Home Machine Stitchers
On Doll’s Clothes
One Who Can Use Hemmer
And Gatherer—Write:

VOGUE DOLLS

4 Mystic Ave., Medford 55, Mass.
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34*43

achine Stitchers
•oil’s Clothes

Can Use llemmer
latherer—Write:

lUE DOLLS

re., Medford 55, Mass.
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Mrs. Ambrose Peterson.
Mrs.
Frank
Peterson
of
Portland
was
VINALHAVEN
guest of honor. Lunch was served.
✓s zs zs
Mrs. Frank Sellers entertained
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Saturday at cards: Mrs. O V.
Correspondent
.,<•
Drew, Mrs. Sada Robbins. Mrs.
Joseph Kittredge, Mrs. Christina
Ladies' of the GAR. will meet Christie, Mrs. Mary Sullivan of
Friday; supper at 5.30 Housekeep- Quincy. Mass., was guest of honor.
trs are: Mrs. Bora Hardison, Mrs. Lunch was served.
Gertrude Hall Mrs., Lodie Hasson.
Carolyn E. Ames
Entertainment will feature a White
Mrs. Carolyn E. Ames, 67, widow
Elephant Sale, with Mrs. Edith of Preston Ames died May 23 at her
Arey Newbert as auctioneer Mem home. Through her illness of sev
bers will take articles 'tar the sole. eral weeks she was tenderly cared
Mr and Mrs. James Smith came for by her daughter Mrs Helen
Saturday and are guests of Mr. and Ames Gerry, and iby her son and
A|rs Leslie Etinson.
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Le
™ Mr and Mrs. R Mont Arey ar roy Ames.
Mrs. Ames 'was born in Bristol,
med Saturday fromlNew York and
daughter
of Hiram and Abigail
will pass the Summer at their
Young. She has been a resident
Lane’s Island home.
John Johnson went Wednesday cf this town 47 years.
She is survived by a daughter,
to Whitinsville, Mass, where he has
Mrs.
Helen Ames Gerry of Holly
employment.
i
wood1, Calif., cne son (Leroy Ame
Harold Vinal of New York and
wood, Calif, cne son 'Leroy Ames
mother Mrs Evie Vinal of Boston
of this town, a sister, Mrs. Char
arrived Saturday at their Sum
lotte (Emery of South Bristol; two
mer home "The (Moors" at Lane’s
brothers, Richard Young and Cam
I.-.land They liave as guest Miss
bridge Young; gTandsons, Bruce
Margery Stone of Boston.
Gerry. UISINIR, of Plattsburg. IN. Y.
Mrs (Llewellyn Knowlton received Albert 'Ames of Hartford; and
jiord recently of the safe arrival granddaughters, Janice and (Mary
her son Carleton Clark, in Eng Arnes.
land.
Mrs. Ames was a devoted wife
Mrs Herbert Patrick Is spending and mother. Her life’s interest was
ii' her family and home. Site was
a few weeks in Rockland
Mrs C V. Drew went Monday to of ia kindly and genial disposition,
keenly interested in current events
Winterport and Hamden.
Mr and Mrs. Bert Smith of Fal and will be greatly 'missed.
Services were held Fiiday at the
mouth Foreside arrived Saturday
family residence Rev. C. S. Mitchto visit Mrs. 'Oscar Lane.
Mrs. Frank Rogers and grand eE paster of Union Church offi
daughter Ada M. Dyer visited ciated. 'I'he aabundanee of floral
offerings were tokens of love and
Rocklandi Saturday.
Interment was in Cum
Mr. and Mrs. William Rascoe of esteem
V'orcester, Mass., recently bought mings cemetery. The bearers were
the Hiram Green house near High Capt. lEdward Greenleaf, Alloton
street and are spending ’a few Roberts, Langtry Smith, Oscar
Johnson.
»,eeks in town.
Tho e from cut of town to attend
■ Mrs. WilJbra (Billings of Bath Is
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred K. tire services were: IMrs Helen Gerry
of Hollywood, Calif., Mrs. Lawrence
Coombs.
Stanley Conway, Sic, U3CG. who Ames and son Albert Ames of
has been at the home of his par Hartford!, Frank Ames and Mr. and
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway, Mis. Weston Ames cf Matinicus.
left (Monday to join' his ship.
Mrs. John Holgerson has re
turned from Texas where she visit
A SEA SCOUT
ed her husband, who is in the
Service.
'_
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf is visiting
her daughters: Mrs. James Hughes
and Mrs. Chester Bogus of Hart
ford, Conn.
Mrs. Lawrence Ames and son Al
bert who were in town to attend
funeral services of the latter's

The

Now Showing at Strand Theatre

•

GINGER ROGERS does the “Saga tf Jenny”
in the Dark.” This is the first time in a long
The music is the same Kurt Weill composition
plus a new song called “Suddenly It’s Spring.”

ST. GEORGE

number in Paramount’s brilliant Technicolor triumph, “Lady
time that the vivacious Ginger sings and dances on the screen.
that delighted theatre audiences on Broadway lor three years,
Ginger is co-starred with Ray .Milland, Warner Baxter and
John Hall.

CRIEHAVEN

MATINICUS

the A E. F.

Libbv for Commissioner Club.

L. W. LANE,
ELLEN B. THOMAS.

H. A. TOWNSEND.
A, A PETERSON.

America’s Finer Tea

SALADA'
TEA
In Packages and Tea Bags at Your Grocer’s

• • • • •
A

(By I Ree Member)

Well here we go with Bert
Farnham—to the Methodist Church
to take two girls, and Ned Atkins
on a ride.
Wanting to be seen
driving the gorgeous “hoss and ker
rige” I believe Bert drove onto Main
' street and gave the gasping public
a merry eyeful!.
Bert’s sartorial elegance plus the
] nifty gay colored “boss, harness
and wagin’’ must have been a sight
to startle the natives. However
his youthful lungs were well filled
with healthy Rockland air and his
whole being was bursting with pride
and complacency as he drove to the
trysting place, espied one male and
two female forms standing in the
shadow of the church, stopped his
royal equipage with a lusty “whoa,
sprang lightly from the carriage
and landed In front of the trio, who
were advancing to meet him.
When introduced to the two fair
damsels Bert doffed his new straw
hat with a motion hard to describe
—or imagine! Fatal gesure! Yet
we of the old school never neglected
to doff our several hats to a
lady. (It was a pretty gesture but
nowadays, well, you know how it is—
“Hyar, Babe, C’mere, I want yer.”)
As I told you, the meeting took
place in the twilight, but, it was
light enough for the young lady to
discern the patch of white hair on
Bert’s head-top and she beckoned
to iNed and they stepped back into
the shadows and held a whisperec
conversation. Meanwhile, Bert put
on his hat and nervously shifted his
weight from one foot to the other
until Ned came and told him that
the girl refused to go riding with a
white haired) old man! ‘ISuit your
self, “Bert Informed the girl in the
shadows, "Suit yourself, but 1 am
only 19 years old and—probably
several years your junior, good
night, fair one!”
Having delivered himself of th
crushing bit of information, Be
fouled the pure air with a ra
cous, diabolical laugh'—a la th
Shadow— climbbed into his go
geous carriage and went to the
heme of a certain girl he longed to
take on d ride—and did.
Being young and foolish, and
knowing that Ned and his two lady
friends were pretty sure to be walk
ing up and down Main street he pa
raded Main street several times to
let them see his triumphant grin,
bounded on his right by a pretty
girl and on the other points of the
compass by the tassel fringed
equipage! What a wonderful thing
is youth!
Remember John Brewster? He
lived on upper Limerock street—I
think he kept several cows—I think
he sold quite a lot of milk. Mar
cene Winslow who lived next house
was an expert quarryman. Orville
Wood comes next—Orville and his
“buckboard” are well remembered
by many of us. I think he had four
children. Then there was Oliver
B Brown. (He cwned the farm
home—occupied by Reuben Thorn
dike and wife, Mabel, when £ lived
on Oliver street—and now occupied
by Carl Nelison tax collector. Carl’s
wife, IMyrtle, is a sister of Don
Clark, the radio seller and fixe
(Also remembered as the mis
chievous little chap who played in
the old “Boy’s band!”) If I make
any errors I shall welcome correc
tions
Remember Jerry Brown? Everett
F. Brown? (Eddie Blackington does,
but I don’t).
Will Brown? Will
used to drive a snappy team and
attended all the dances—a lot of
them, anyway----- and was well
known and liked by all I think I
mentioned in a previous sketch how
Will (when a large crowd went to a
dance in Union Hall, Rockville and
the Youngtown Music didn't keep
their engagement) drove post haste
to Rockland and brought Meser
vey and Rackliff back with him to
save the day for the sponsors of the
dance.

• •••••••

review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which Interested |
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1919.
I

Sch. William D. Hilton was
wrecked on iMcnroe’s Island.
Judge Elisha W. Pike arrived from
Eastport to make Ills home in Rock
land.
Judge Frank B Miller delivered
the Memorial Day address. The pa
rade was omitted.
Stmr. Ripogenus was launched
from Cobb's yard, with a gross ton
nage of 2500 it was the largest craft
of its type ever built in Rockland.
Parties heavily interested In the
Great Northern Paper Company
were reported to have bought the
controlling interest in the Georges
Valley Railroad.
The Littlefield Memorial Church
closed its financial campaign by ex
ceeding its budget of $1800.
The Crescent Beach House opened
under the management of Mr and
Mrs. L. B. Smith.
William W. Gregory bought the
Walter V. Spencer house on Center
street.
Silent policemen have been placed
at four street corners; speed limit
at those points five miles an hour.
Dr. J. H Damon, who had been
saving his Ben Davis apples sold
them in the Boston market at $7 50
a barrel.

C. M. Harrington bought the
house on Grove and Lincoln streets
from J. B. Norton.
Pearl Borgerson won the prize
essay contest In Rockland High
School; Doris Hunter, second and
Doris Black, third.
J. Fred Knight became assistant
to Arthur P. Haine eft the Penob
scot Fish Company
Conrad Howard was having se
rious eye trouble due to bloodpoi
soning.
Frederick U. Waltz became fi
nancier of the A.O.U.W.
L. E. Clark engaged in market
gardening on the Old County road.
Nathan Berliawsky, who had
been in the Naval service two years,
returned home. He served in for
eign waters on the (Marietta and
Edith.
E A. Burpee was elected presi
dent of the Rockland Savings Bank
• • • •
These births were recorded:
Cambridge, May 23 to Mr. and
Mrs. Sanford B. Comery a son.—

SEARSMONT
Funeral services were held Friday
in Belfast for Arabella (Pottle)
Keith, for a number of years a
well loved resident of this town.
Mrs. Keith was in her 86th year.
Pvt. Stanley Roberts visited rela
tives here recently whi’? on furlough
from Fort Knox, Ky.
Rev. Mary Gibson attended the
annual Maine Methodist Conference
in Lewiston last week.
Prof, and Mrs. Bartlett Whiting
and son, Jere of Cambridge, Mass.,
are at their Summer home, Wood
bine Cottage, while Prof. Whiting is
enjoying a vacation from his teach
ing duties at Harvard University.
Edgar E. Tasker of Montville call
ed Thursday on Daniel McFarland
and Miss Frances Mayhew.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Esancy and
daughter Joyce of Clinton, Mass.,
called on their grandmother, Mrs.
Minerva Packard, recently.
Mrs. Lena Eagles of Hanson, Mass,
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Bryant.

Mrs. Ora Jones and son Frederick
of (Belfast were callers Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Jones.
An all-day meeting of the
Women’s Farm Bureau was held at
Victor Grange hall May 19. The
business meeting was in charge of
Mrs. Josephine Aldus. Dinner was
served, with Mrs. Harriette Knight,
Mrs. Arline Harriman, and Mrs.
Shirley Cunningham as committee
A sewing machine clinic was held,
with Miss Barbara Higgins. HD A.
as the speaker. Several machines
»
(To be Continued)
were cleaned and adjusted.
Quantabacook Lodge recently con
remains confined to the house.
ferred the Master Mason degree up
A box social scheduled for this on George L. Jackson, Horace V.
week was indefinitely postponed due Jackson, Frank B. Jackson, and
to a dance at the Orange hall.
Ronald M. Byers at a special meet
ing. A large number of Masons
were present. Including visiting
members from 20 lodges. Supper
I BUY US. WAB BONOS
was served.
Miss Frances Mayhew was guest
Saturday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Pearl Dickey in Belmont.
Fred Wiley visited Sunday with
Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Luce in Bel
NOTICE

WAR BONDS

• Has served two years on present board which has reduced
county debt $11,822.82 in 1943.
• Life long Republican active in civic, social, fraternal and
patriotic affairs.
• Island representation—a fair distribution of county officers.
• Strongly interested in world affairs—Served 19 months in

Man

Tells How His Gray Hairs, A
19, Lost Him A Carriage
Ride
______
•

Mrs. Chaney Ripley has been to
Nathan Fuller, stationed at New
We are enjoying a great variety
Damariscotta
on business.
port, R I., and Miss May Fuller of i of wild birds. Large flocks of
Portland were guests of their par warblers have been feeding ir. our
Clement Hill went to Rockland on
ents, Mr. and Mis Seymour Fuller back yard every day for the past the Sunbeam, returning tiie follow week and several varieties of wild ing day on the Mary-A.
recently.
| Mi£S Korea Jameson of Belmont,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward of flowers are blooming.
Lynn. Mass., called on Mr and Mrs.
Housewives are canning and Mass., and who has been passing
Frank Hilt last week.
'salting dandelion greens.
[ several days at the Jameson cottage
Guests et Ithe island over last *on Criehaven, was recent guest of
Mr. and Mrs Sten Skoglund and
family and Mrs. Emma Gilchrest of i week-end included Mrs. Max well i Mr and Mrs. Clement Hill.
Boothbay Harbor spent Sunday at Young and daughter Beverly—'Mr.
Mrs. Esther Ames and her mother
! and Mrs. Clark and young son of Mrs Campbel lhave gone to Mass
their home here.
I
Mrs. Crawford Allen and sons Camden street. (Rockland were ai achusetts for two weeks.
Crawford and Ronald and Miss [ the Young's 'Summer home here—
Marion Young has returned from
Helen Hilt c*f East Hartford, Conn., Mrs. Ralph Wilson and daughter Braintree, where, she spent the
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. A Hilt. Liilian were at the Wilson cottage Winter with her daughter, Julia.
Mrs. Oscar Ames was called to
Mrs. Earl Kinney has employment I —Mrs. ILoretta Bicknell of 'Rockland
was
the
guest
of
Miss
ILcrea
Rockland
last week, due to the ill
in Camden.
Jameson
at
Surfside
—
'The
Youngs
ness of her mother.
Mrs. Lydia Caddy celebrated her
Master Sgt. Clayton Young is
87th birthdlay Tuesday Ly receiving and their guests, Mr. and Mrs.
several callers. Although she has Ralph Wilson, daughter 'Lillian and passing a two weeks’ furlough with
been confined to her bed for nearly Guy Simpson made the trip to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
grandmother Mrs. Carrie Ames,
three years she is interested in Rockland in Maxwell' Young’s boat Young.
Henrietta Ames is 'at her home
have returned to Hartford.
the community and enjoys seeing Sunday afternoon. fPne weather
was
ideal.
new
after spending the Winter at
Mrs. Ronald Gillis of North Ha
friends. Among the callers on her
ven was guest Thursday of her
Since we have no Postoffice at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
birthday were two of her greatmother, Mrs. Edith Vinal.
great grandchildren, Lucinda Pclky present, the excitement of the week Philbrook.
Mrs Sigvard Melin, who has
and Dorothy Baum. OtheT callers is going to (Matinicus twice each
been at the home of (her parents,
included, Mrs. Emil Passanen, Mis. week for the mail. Seems like pio
SWAN’S ISLAND
Capt. and Mrs. Llewellyn Thcmas,
Harold Solberg, Mrs. Henry Ewell. neer times, although we go in
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid met
has returned to (Springfield.
Mrs. J. C. Robinson, Mrs. S. G power boats instead of rowing five Thursday with Mis. Lillian Soule.
Mrs. Clinton. Thomas was hostess
Robinson, Mrs W. L Gilchrest, or six miles, for mail and provi Amcheon was served and merri
,
Thursday to the Nitaneats Club.
Miss Rhoda Hart and Mrs Ada sions.
ment provided when “sunshine and
Mrs. Dorothy Ratcliffe has re
Jenkins.
(Refreshmentas
were
Mr. and IMrs. IScott Simpson are cicudy day bags” were opened, the
turned to West Hartford, Conn,
on the mainland having his boat contents proving a substantial ad
served.1 by Mrs. Harvey Kinney.
having been guest of her sister
CMM Alton Brewn, stationed at put 'in good condition and to visit dition to ithe treasury. A young
Mrs. Scott Littlefield.
people's social was held last Friday
Rcckland is enjoying a lurlough at over the holiday.
Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist and' Miss
his home.
Mr. and Mrs. (Leslie Wilson are at Odd Fellows hall.
WLois Webster, returned Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Sprague and
leaving tomorrow to be in Rockland
from (Lewiston where they attended
son
Myron of 'Rockland made
over the week-end.
NORTH SEARSMONT
OES grand lodge.
week-end
visit with her parents,
Miss (Lorea Jameson is leaving to
Mrs. Ann Follett and daughter
Arthur Brown returned Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Smith.
Helen were supper guests at the morrow, for her home in Massa
to Boston, having been (the 'guest of
Mrs Marne Joyce (was hostess
Maddocks Farm recently.
Mrs chusetts after.a vacation of nearly
Sea Scouling, a program of seaman
Mr and Mis. Alfred' Creed
last
Friday with the Baptist La
Mona McIntosh, Mrs. Damie Gard two weeks.
ship and other educational and recre
Union (Church Circle will meet ational activities, full of variety, in
dies
’
Aid, with the Methodist la
Harold Anderson of Port Clyde
ner and Miss Christine Norwood of
Thursday and serve supper at 5.39. terest and adventure, is for young Rockland were also visitois there arrived last week, with his traps dies as guests. An auction sale
*
The Lions Club will meet in men 15 and older.
and will fish here this Summer. was held
for a day.
Union (Church ivestry at 6 ip. m.
Mr. and Mrs, Everett (Lemoine
The death of Charles F. Davis
Rexford Anderson is in (Rockland
Alaska is a corruption of a na
for supper and business meeting.
and family were on the mainland
was saddening news to this com on business this week.
for the week-end.
The Atlantic Avenue Bridge Club tive Isdian word meaning penin munity, as he was a frequent visitor
met (Friday night at the home of sula
There were no services Sunday
here after his son. Hiram Davis took
WEST
ROCKPORT
at
the Baptist and Methcdist
ever the telephone exchange He
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
George Austin Andrews
Churches owing to the illness of
had many friends here who will
Committal services were held here the (pastor, Rev Carl F. Hall
greatly miss him.
A Gospel meeting' was hell Sun May 18, for George Austin Andrews
The Girls' Club reports these do
CANDIDATE FROM THE ISLANDS
day night at the home of Mr. and of Minneapolis, who died Dec. 18 nation.' to May 20: (Servicemen, $55
Mr. Andrews was bern in this
Mrs. Richard Merriam. Mi. Nutter
Red Cross, $30: Maine Seacoast
town,
son of Daniel and Mary Leach
was
unable
to
be
present
but
Miss
Mission, $25; Minturn Advent
im
Andrews. Aug 10. 1855. He gradu
Johnson served in his absence.
Church. $5; (Atlantic IBaptist
Mrs. Clara Hook, widow of Frank ated from Colby in 1882 and re Church, $5; Swan's Island Metho
Hook of Melrose, arrived Sunday at ceived his Master’s Degree in 1884. dist Church. $5; Pentecostal Mis
her old home here after visiting her .In Nov. 22, 1882. he was married sion, $5 The report is submitted
son, Lester in Skowhegan. She to Ada Orbeton. In his early life
by R. H. Osoorne, Red Cross nurse.
went Saturday to Massachusetts but he taught school in Rockport,
will return later for an indefinite Derby, Vt., Ashland, Mass., and At
lanta. Ga. In 1902 he went to Min
HOPE
stay.
neapolis where he was connected
The Sewing Circle meets Wednes
with the Prudential Life Insurance day at Mrs. Helen Wentworth’s with
BUY
Company for 25 years.
dinner at noon. Members will make
He is survived by a daughter, preparations for a sale in August.
Evelyn Andrews of Minneapolis; a
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Robbins were
sister, Mrs. Laura Ring of Portland; supper guests Mcnday of the R E.
and an aunt. Mrs. Aurilla Pogler. Brown's.
Frederick Brownell has been pro
moted to Sergeant.
Buv War Bonos and Stamp*
Mrs. Alice True attended the
Eastern Star Convention in Lewis
ton this week
Everett Hobbs is improving but

A. EVERETT LIBBY OF VINALHAVEN
Republican Candidate For County Commissioner

Memory

mont.

I have a waiting list of prospects for all kinds of
property.

What have you that you want to sell
quickly?

ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
375 MAIN STREET.

BOCKLAND. MZ.

TEL. 77
26-tf

Mr. andi Mrs. Harold Cobb were
recent visitors at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. C. M. Burgess in Union.
A fine program appropriate to ihe
Memorial season will be rendered at
the Community Methodist Church
May 28, with pastor and laymen
participating. All citizens are urged
to attend as this service will be of a
patriotic nature.

Franklin (Burton.
Spruce Head, May 26. to Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Gray, a daughter —
Frances.
Rockland, May 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Welch, a daughter.—
Ruth.
Camden, May 11, to Mr and Mrs.
Harold T Wilbur, a son —Harold

Gardner.

Rockland, May 19, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Simmons of Rockport,
a son.
Rockland, May 14, to Mrs, Archie
LaCrosse

a

son

(posthumous)—•

Frederick.
Rockland, May 14, to Mr. and
Mrs Antonio Bilardo, a son.
Rockland, May 19, to Mr. and
Mrs. Guiseppe Pisano, a son —
Prederico.
Vinalhaven, May 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Tolman. Jr., a son —
Harvey Arey.
Friendship, May 9, to Mr and
Mrs Hiram Chadwick, a son.
Hope, May 19. to Mr. and Mrs.
E. N Hobbs, a daughter.
• • • •
The marriages for this period
were:
Rockland, May 16, Milford R.
Beal and Alice P. Larrabee.
Rcckland, May 14, Richard B.
Simmons and Lura A Francis, both
of Appleton.
Thomaston, May 21, Stephen P.
Danforth of Foxcroft and Miss
Elizabeth Hanly of Thomaston.
Rockland. May 24, Corp Lloyd C.
Calderwood and Hester Dyer, both

of Vinalhaven.
Vinalhaven, May 22, Frans Geouros and Lydia Katainen
Rockland, May 28. Walter H.
Robbins of Rockland and Margaret
S Carver of Pratt. Kan.
• • • •
Capt. Edward A. Watts died at
his home in Wiley’s Comer, aged
73 years
Capt. Thomas Amesbury, formerly
of Rockport, who was born in North
Haven, in 1829, diedi in Helena,
Calif.
Gilford Young, 96, died in Vinal
haven.
Mrs. Annie Bucklin of Thomaston
bought the Harry C. Rogers proper
ty in Rockville
Elbridge Wotton, 80. died in
Friendship.

WEST WALDOBORO
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Leach of
Warren were callers Saturday at O.
J. Mank's.
Mrs. Mabel Bowden, Miss Dorothy
Shuman and J. Sears were visitors
Saturday in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hyler of
Rockport were guests Sunday of
Mrs. Ethel Hanna.
Miss Dorothy Masters has re
turned to her home in Round Pond.
Alfred Shuman of Portland visited
at L. L. Mank’s and C. Bowers’
recently.
( LaForest I. Mank called last Fri
day at Levi Keizer’s In Thomaston.
Miss Margaret Minx visited Mrs.
Annie Wallace in Rockland a few
days recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Flanders,,
daughter Jane of Waldoboro, Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Orff and daughter
Elsa of Chapel Corner called Bun
day on Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders.
Mr. and Mrs. George Greenlaw of
Winslows Mills road were guesta
Sunday at the home of C. Bowers.
Mr. and Mrs William Wallace of
South Waldoboro were recent callers
on L. I. Mank and J. L. Flanders
Miss Anne Niemi of Warren
visited Thursday with Nancy Aho.
Mrs. G. H. Mank called Thursday
at H. W. Flanders’.
Mr. and Mrs Perley Winchenbach
and grandson Wayne of Back Cove
and Fred Bums of the village were;
recent guests at L. I. Mank’s.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson of
South Waldoboro were callers
Saturday at L. L. Mank's.

Convention

Ended

Strand Theatre, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

ROCKPORT

(Continued from Page One)

cal to believe that an organization
which has a membership estimated
at close to half a million might be
in a position to guarantee repeated
performances of these prize-winning
works if the proper mechanism were
set up.
And so we chase as our chairman i
of American Composition one of j
the most energetic and widely
known of the younger composers,
Otto Luening, who after nine years
on the faculty of Bennington Col- !
lege has recently become head of j
the music department at Barnard
College and operatic coach at Co
lumbia University. Mr. Leuning's
first service in his new capacity
was to make a survey of exactly
what had happened to our prize
winning compositions, with the re
sult that I have described; his sec
ond to devise plans whereby we
could reach our member clubs with
news of all new and worthwhile
American music so that in building
1
-their choral and orchestral pro
grams they might give due recog
nition to the most outstanding of
Maria Montez has the title role in Universal’s “Cobra Woman,” the exotic
new American works.
Technicolor romance which also stars Jon Hall and Sabu, and was pro
As I have said, at first thought
duced by Geoige Waggner.
this does not seem to bear any di
rect relationship to the war effort. Presque Isle; Senior Choir, Burton
Broadbent’s Letter
But the thing which distinguishes B
Witham. Westbrook; Junior
this war, I think from all the wars Choir, Mrs. Bhima McDonald Stur
of the past, is that even now, in tevant, Portland ;Club Rating, Mrs. Port Clyder Pays A Tribute
the midst of the turmoil, we are lay Dora Page. Lewiston.
To The Hardy Lobster
ing plans for the future world. And
Education Chairman, Mrs. Josiah
Fishermen
my conviction is strong that above
H. Johnson. Portland; Course of
all things we want that to be a
Study and Pageantry, Mrs. Selden Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
world of opportunity; a world in
On returning home after a stay
T. Crafts, Lewiston; Musdc in Col
which richness of talent is con
leges, Miss Edna C. Harmon, Ken of seven months at Sarasota Beach,
served; a world in which music and
Fla., I find Port Clyde quieter than
art and beauty become the property nebunk; Rural Music, Mrs. Walter
Dolly, Limerick; National Music ever. All the young men are in the
of the common man.
Week, Music in Philanthropy, Mrs. aimed forces, scattered all over the
There has been much talk about
world, and the village is lacking in
the vocational training of the men Mortimer Bremon, South Portland;
Libraiy
Research,
Miss
Elizabeth
man
power.
who come Iback from the fighting
Or.e bright feature of the past
Litchfield,
Lewistcrw-Auburn;
Music
fronts. There has been talk, too,
about preserving or creating jobs in the Home, Mrs. Clyde J. Petter, Winter was the wonderful catch of
for all of them so that they may Gardiner; Yeung Artists Auditions, lobsters and fish by those tough
come back to a sense of well being Alfred Brinkler, Portland; Ameri and hardy men of the sea who, in
and economic security. But little can Compositicns. Mrs. Ezra J the coldest weather, ventured eight
has been said about giving crea Briggs. Caribou; Maine Folk Lore or nine miles out in the open going
tive genius its chance. There are Research, Mrs. Aflred1 Brinkler, as far as the neighborhood of
thousands cf men and women now Portland; Choral Music, Mrs. Monhegan to set and haul their
lobster traps.
serving with the armed forces in Grace M. Storut, Rockland.
Church
Music,
chairman,
Mrs.
I am told tha\ at the height of
distant parts of the world who are
Foster
L.
Haviland,
Portland;
the
season they received as high
trained musicians, concert artists,1
Hymnology,
Miss
tusan
G.
Coffin,
as CO cents a pound for their lob
composers of note who have volun
Portland;
Church
Music
Forums,
sters. but whatever the price it
tarily interrupted their careers that
Fred
Lincoln
Hill,
Westbrook;
was
none too much for labor and
they may serve the cause of de
Choir
Festivals,
Mrs
Fester
l
.
risk involved. Some cf these men
mocracy. They will be coming back
have as many ias 100 'traps, and
heme to find that others have pre Haviland, Portland.
Publicity chairman, Mrs. Guy F. what a back-breaking job it is! It
empted their place in the hearts of
the public unless we can formulate Gannett. Portland' Rudio co-chair takes the toughest of tcugh men to
some means by which they will be men, Robert F. Goff. Portland and go through the ordeal of a Winter
assured cf a (warm welcome and a Mrs Kenneth W Downing, Banger; spent in lobstering. Some of the
stable place in the world to which Music Clubs. Mrs. Roy C. King, men going farther cut than in the
Bangor; Music Club? Magazine Summer, clad in the .warmest of
they return.”
Correspondent.
Mrs. Katherin > warm clothing, but the biting winds
• • • •
through
everything.
The convention banquet, attended Hatch Graffam; Edi’.-jf “Appog^ia- penetrate
by more than 100, was held at the t'Jia.” Miss INellie L. McCann, What a contrast to the life cf Rob
inson Crusce:
Hotel Rockland Priday night, the Gorham.
head table being beautifully deco
Finance Chairman Mrs. Everett “He didn't have to make long stops
Waiting his turn in barber shops
rated with a bouquet cf flowers L. Littlefield, Ker.ntbunk; Ways He wore only Ihls whiskers and a heav
enly smile ■
presented by Governor and Mrs. and Means, Mrs Cha lotte Gun?. On Robinson
Crusoe’s isle.’’
t
Bumner Sewall, and orchids were Roche, Portland; Endowments and
• • • •
presented to Mrs. Gannett and Miss Special Membership-), Mrs. Charles
The boat shop cf Forrest Davis
Armstrong.
P. Carroll, Portland- insignia, Mias lias been bought by a New Yorker
Music included the choral invoca Mabel 'Spring, Rockland. '
who contemplates going into the
tion, with Mrs. Nettie Averill at the
War Service, Mrs. Flovd H iRiich- business of pickling herring on a
piano, and the spirited singing of ards. Portland and Mrs. Rus-sell A large scale. Extensive improve
‘■Rootin’ Tootin’ Scn-of-a Gun," Whitney.' South Portland.
ments are under way and every ef
words by Mrs. Doris L. Brewster of
Music in Hospitals, Chairman fort is being ^nacfe to get the plant
Camden and music by Mrs. iRuth
Mrs. Clifford H. Gailey, Wesitbrook. in operation.
E. Sanborn of Rockland. Mrs. San
Years ago a fish factory and a
Past Presidents’ Assembly, Chair
born played the accompaniment.
clam
factory-Were operated in Poit
Mrs George Hail of Providence, man, Mrs. S. Merritt Rarum, LewClyde furnishing empployment to
a past president of the Plymouth rion.
Scrap books, chan man, Miss a goodly; number of people, and
District of Federation of Music
when these concerns went nut of
dubs, was the principal speaker, Mary H. Bennett, Kennebunk.
existence
it was a severe blow to
Sirdent Adviser, Mrs. Edward I.
referring to early days or music in
the
village.
It is hoped that the
Maine and the great influence of Waddell, Presque Isle.
new industry will be successful and
such leaders as Mr. and Mrs. Wil
Junior Counselor, Mrs. Fred' Snow,
be
the means of bringing a muchliam Rogers Chapman, who con Rockland; Junior Education, Miss
needed
payrroll to Port Clyde.
ducted festivals at Portland and Ruth M. Burke, Portland; Jun'or
• • • •
Bangor for many years and to the Competitive Festivals, Miss Caro
As in other places, transportation
musical career of Maine’s Lillian line Fenno Chase. Augusta; Junior
Nordica. Mrs. Hail's reminiscences Orchestras. John C. Gatchell. East in Florida is a tcugh proposition.
Many visitors from the (North and
were a delight to her hearers.
I’arsonsfield;
Harmonica
and
the West took their care to
• • • •
Rhythm Bands; Choral Music,
the South, expecting Ito be able to
Miss Louise IH. Armstrong, presi
Mrs. Francis L. Bailey, Gorham.
use
them to take them back home.
dent. announced; the following apIn
this they were disappointed.
po.ntments Friday afternoon:
ST.
GEORGE
The (Ration Boards informed them
Corresponding secretary. Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Eugene P. Smalley that they had been warned against
Aio’.yn JW. Johnson. Portland; par
liamentarian. Mrs. George FGould, are planning to celebrate their this and under no circumstances
Pc: Hand; historian. Mrs. M. F.arle golden wedding anniversary June would gas be furnished them ior a
Gibson. Lewiston; audito". Mrs. 11 by keeping open house and hav a return trip. Some of these visit
ing a family reunion. Mr. Smailey is ors scld their cars and others put
Winfield Sawyer, Bangor.
a lifelong resident of this town, them in storage.
The Departments
and Mrs. Smalley is a native of
I placed an application for tick
Extension chairman. Mrs. Walter Rocklnad. They have five chil ets to New York way ahead of tim^
P. Dew, (Portland; Senior, Mrs. Ed dren, six grandchildren and fivve
and was informed there were 303
ward F. Berry*. Rockland; Junior. great-grandchildren.
ahead of me. I was fortunate
Mrs. Fred Snow, Rockland; Stu
enough to secure a cancellation,
dent, Mis. Edward I. Waddell,
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
otherwise the earliest date I could
get was May 23.

1 USED CARS BOUG
1934
1936
1939
1938

Terraplane
Ford
Chevrolet
Cadillac

1936

Ford

61 Park St.,

•1 '

E. A. OHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 2226

Mrs. Andrew Young and daugh- j
ters Mary and Roberta and son
Harvey of Harrison have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Graf
fam.
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday with Mrs. Marion In
graham.
The Thimble Club will meet
Wednesday with Mrs Casper Daucett.
Mrs. Nellie Ballard is at home
from Sanford over the holiday.
Arthur O'Keefe of Cincinnati is
in town for the Summer.

NORTH HAVEN
The metor boat “J. O.” was
launched last week and is making
trips to Rockland with Neal Bur
gess as captain.
Daw-id Joy has returned to this
home in Rockland, accompanied by
his grandmother, Mrs. Leon B.
Stone.
The body of Mrs. Ella Waterman,
widow of Frank Waterman, a na
tive "cf this town, was brought here
for burial Saturday, from Brookline,
Mass., accompanied by her daugh
ter, Mrs. Hester Lampson. Commit
tal service was held at the ceme
tery, Rev. Mr. Rice officiating.
Bearers were C. E. Waterman, Os
car Waterman, Lester Greenlaw and
Herman Crockett.
Mrs. Foy W. Brown recently vis
ited relatives in Peabody, Mass.
Lewis Haskell, U.S.N. and Mrs.
Haskell were home from Kittery
over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Wooster and
family were home from Camden
over the w-eekend.
Word has been received of the
bifth of a daughter to Principal
and Mrs. Virgil J. Hinckley at the
Bluehill hcspital.
Mis slsa Beverage fell on the
stairs Wednesday, breaking her.
ankle. She was taken to Rockland
by a Coast Guard boat for treat
ment.

Several Summer residents have
arrived and opened their homes for
the season: Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Winlock, Miss Alice Larkin and
Miss Bertha Saunders, Miss Mary
O. Bowditch, Mrs. B A. Aycrigg and
Miss Marion Fergueson.
Ephraim Baird of Hope and Oscar
Bradstretft of Palermo are guests at
the home of Harry Baird.
Miss Frances Elliott of East Co
rinth visited friends in town over
the weekend.
Mrs. H. Neal Burgess and sons,
Fletcher and Brian, arrived from
Rockland Saturday, and with Mr.
Burgess will occupy the Ella Frost
house for the Summer.
Rev. J. Chesley Rice was in Port
land Friday to attend a meeting of
32d degree Masons.
Among those home for over the
weekend and holiday were: Mrs.
Lester Stone. Mrs. Milton Ames and
children, Charlene, Kerry and
Brian. Sherman Cooper, US.N.,
Miss Thelma Parsons, Miss Mer
cedes Calderwood, Lloyd Whitmore,
Mrs C. Bonney Quinn and son,
Paul. '
Mrs. Richard Chase of Corinna
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Joy.
The lighter “Progress" brought a
load of stone Saturday for repairs
on the Beach Bridge at Pulpit Har
bor.

rifice in World War One while a
member of the American Expedi
tionary Force:

I HAVE A RENDEZVOUS WITH DEATH
I have a rendezvous with Death
At some disputed -barricade.
When Spring comes back with rustling
shade
And apple (blossoms fill the airI have a rendezvous with Death
When Snrin? brings back blue days
and lair.
It may be he shall take my hand
An lead me Into his dark land
And close my eyes and quench my
breath
It may be I shall pass him still.
I have a rendezvous (With Death
On some scarred slope of battered hill.
When Spring comes round again this
year
And the first meadow flowers appear.
Ood knows 'twere better to be deep
Pillowed In silk and scented down.
Where love throbs out In blissful sleep.
Pulse nigh to pulse and breath to
breath.
i
Where hushed awakenings are dear.
But I've a rendezvous with Death
At midnight In some flaming town
When Dprlng trips. North again this
• a • •
year.
“Give a ride" made quite a hit in And I to my pledged word am true,
I shall not fall that rendezvous.

HT AND SOLD
$150.00
225.00
795.00
995.00

100.00

S rasota the past Winter. Seeing
people standing cn the roadside
c -. ners cf cars who had any vacant
s cts wculdi step and invite them to
j-i.Tip
aboard. One couple made it a
I
r nt to pick up as many as tlieir
tsc would hold and in case t".ey
v.c.e from cut of town or frcm
(-.her States they requested that
j invited guests inscribe their
and addresses in a book they
I i i nes
ried fcr the purpose.

LINK S TRAILER SALES .
I
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The war news frcm our side is
f. iting tetter every day. What a
; vsing it will be when it is all
c cr. I enclose a poem by Alan
^.egar, who made the grand »c-

Wonders

To

Come

The Rotary Club

Park Theatre Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

Including Light Houses With- Entertains Guests From
out Lights — Admiral
Patriotic Bodies—AChaplain Speaks
Waesche’s Predictions
Lighthouses without lights; aban-

THOMASTON
GLADYS O. OONDON
Correspondent

<5*

XX

TeL 113-3

The Baptist Ladies Circle supper
will be followed by a program at 7
o’clock, Wednesday, which will in
clude a group of songs by Mrs. Ruth
K Hoch, acccmpanied by Mrs. Carol
G Jillson cf Rockland and a group
of piano numbers toy Miss Grace
Paulsen.

v- .

I. Leslie Cross, past department
commander cf the Sons of Union
Veterans and a Spanish War vet
eran and William H. Weed, Sr.,
commander cf Winslow-Holbrook
Post, American (Legion, were spe
cial guests at the Rotary meeting
Friday.

donment of the (famous International Ice Patrol; use of electronics,
radar and radio to increase safety
at sea, a universal training service
to fit men, otherwise unqualified,
for military service.
Such predictions were made by
Vice-Admiral Russell R. Waesche.
Elmer B- Crocked t, in making
Commandant cf the United States
Coast Guard at Washington, as he the introductions, mentioned that
fcr many years the club had1 enterglanced into the postwar future.
Admiral Waesche said the possi- jtained just before Memorial (Day,
bilities through developments of members of the Grand Army of the
radar and ’ ether discoveries are Republic, but |that all had nowsuch that they may eliminate the passed on. Dr. Alvin W. Fess and
need for the famed ice patrol that Albert C. McLoon, Spanish War
has been carried on annually for j veterans, both Rotarians, were ree30 years to prevent another disaster j Cgnized.
which occurred when the Titanic
Chaplain John W. ’ Myrose of the
hit an iceberg.
j Cc^ist Guard base, introduced by
Radio buoys, direction finders, Cleveland Sleeper, told of the ex
and even lighthouses without the periences of some of the chaplains
lights are foreseen as more than
fighting TOen indicating that
a possibility by the Admiral, who everyone wished to get this war
hopes that an inexpensive radio over as soon as possible and return
navigation instrument may be de to their families and their jobs.
veloped by the great amount cf (Slating that, “What they come back
talent in the country and equip to they will have little to say
ment ready to use as a result of the
about,” Chaplain Myrose urged
war effort. The instrument would
that, we on the home front, see
be on every vessel, large and small,
that our traditions are upheld and
permitting navigation without the
need of visibility in fog or clear that while the war is still on, plans
are made to the end that returned
weather, he said.
men may be as well taken care of
Research by a few good men under
as is possible. In closing Chaplain
Ocast Guard auspices using labora
Myrose read an inspirational poem
tories already set up all over the
by John Oxenham.
country, may bring forth wonders
Guests, other than Colonel Cross
never even considered in the past,
and
Commander Weed, were How
he said.
ard
Butler of Augusta; Wilbur
Commenting on the number of
men who fail to pass examinations Senter of Rockland and Albert
for the Draft, he said that “it shows Havener, who substituted for Staf
the need of a universal training ford M. Congdon at the piano.
service to fit men for careers in the Kelley B. Crie led the group in
military forces,” adding that “wars singing patriotic songs. Among
in the future will be fought by the 58 present were Rotarians
scientific means rather than by Frank E. Poland! of Boston and
Glen A. Lawrence of Belfast.
force.”
Turning to the present, the Ad
miral explained a great reversal
movement in the Coast Guard of
the Boston and other districts,
whereby organizations that have
been built up to vast proportions to
safeguard the coast and protect life
and property are new being whittled
down by withdrawing men for com
bat service.
Elimination of the beach patrol
and coastal pickets is the result of
the rapidly changing aspects of the
war, the Admiral declared. With
the meeting of the submarine
menace “we are releasing many of
the small boats that were loaned
to us, chartered by us cr requisition
ed.” he said. Of the more than
5,000 such private craft that “went
to war” via the Coast Guard, be
tween 1.000 and 2,000 have already
been released.
Personnel of these released ves
sels. and those from beach patrols
and other points where they are
no longer needed, are being used to
man combat transports and all
kinds of landing boats that are be
ing built in great numbers all over
the country, he said. —Christian
Science Monitor.

Tuesday-Friday

Scouts Aid Fitness
Health Chief Says
Commenting on

the num

bers of American young men
with the will to serve their
nation who were rejected as
physically unfit for military
service.
Surgeon General
Thomas Parran of the U. S.
Public Health Service praised
the physical conditioning as
pect of the programs of the
Boy Scouts of America.
“An American has been de
fined as a man who knows
which way to take to reach
tomorrow,” says Dr. Parran.
“Scouts,” he continued, “are
trail blazers. They can be
depended upon to blaze a
trail from enthusiastic youth
to steadfast maturity. Work
experience and physical con
ditioning through directed
activities help the maturing
Scout to take his place in a
man’s world.
“I regret that more of our
young men coming up for ex
amination for the military
services have not had training
similar to Scouting Perhaps
there would not have been so
many men—of will to serve—
returned to their communi
ties unfit for military service
and for wartime responsibili
ties in civilian life.
Boy
Scouts, who have been allied
with groups of their fellows,
building for character, citizen
ship and health are FIT.
Strength is there, and moral
timber. Young men, so dis
ciplined, are the best of to
morrow’s America — on the
march.”

They keep fighting—

You

keep baying

Mr. and Mrs. Cclin
and daughter Barba:
here for the Fcdcratiu
chestra and Band pre
night, were guests of
C. Clunie at the ho
Clunie’s parents, Mr. a
ry E. Bean. Little Mis
baton twirler durim
numbers played by th-

00- 'The Wednesday E\
entertained last wei
James F Burgess f<
luncheon. Honors w
Ray Foley, Mrs Louis (
John Chisholm.

Lupe Velez in “Redhead From Manhattan.’ Topping Program is
Comes Courage” Staring Merle Oberon And Brian Ahern.

First

days, take a hand with the work
aboard, and put in for the night at
quiet hamlets familiar to men who
knew boats and the sea.

Camden’s C. Of C.

And How It Helps Keep a
Busy Town In the
Spotlight

Miss (Barbara Derry
spent the weekend witl
Mr. and Mrs. G. M D
street.
Visit Lucien K. Gr
second floor, 18 Scho
Fellows Block, City, f
Coats and Cloth Coat
ices.

MaHbag

€

Many requests fcr information
about boarding places come from
Brooklyn.
Philadelphia, Lowell.
[ Washington, D. C.; about furnished
j houses for lent from Arlington,
' Va.; about a small house for sale,
from iBiownsville, Texas.
The C. of C. Heproter

TUES. AND I

The 1944 Camden Directory with
the new “'Cover Girl,” is in the mail
on its way to members of the
Chamber of Commerce; and additional copies will be available for
distribution this week-end. It con
tains two maps of Camden and
vicinity. "What. Where, When” is
School Baseball
its title. As Ifor the 1944 Camden
Cover Girl—heh, heh, we’re not
(Continued from Page Three)
telling you her name. “You’ll have
Lincoln
10^010220—8
to get a copy!
Errors, Goggins 2. Two-base hits,
Good Luck To Charlie
F. E. Allen, Holden. F. E. Allen 2.
Camden's less is Augusta’s gain, McLellan, Flint. L. Johnston, Pierce.
but we’re w ry sorry to have Charlie Three-base hits, Flint, F. S. Allen,
Ccokscn leave the Camden busi McLellan.
Home run, Goggins.
ness community, tn addition to Sacrifice, Webber. Stolen bases. F.
doing a fine job as business man E. Allen 2, Flint. Holden, F. S. Allen,
ager of the Camden Herald he has MdLellan. Goggins, McRae, Lindsey,
given much time to civic projects. Banks, Russell, Brooks. Bases on
He was elected to the board cf di balls, off Allen 6, off Brooks 1.
rectors of the Chamber last De Struck out, by Allen 4. by Brooks 2,
Wild pitches,
cember and this organization will by Sidelinger 4
Brocks 2, Allen 2. Losing pitcher
mias him.
York. Umpire, Williams.
Something New Added

One of the views we're enjoying
most this Bpring is at 22 Bay View
street. Have you noticed the
transformation that has taken
place, with the old Camden Lum
ber Company property, unoccupied j
for so many years, now (gleaming I
white and all fixed up to be the 1
home of the .Swift windjammer
cruises? And next doer, P. G. Wil
ley <fe Co. has gone right along
with a new coat of paint in the
green and white Colonial color
scheme.
If you lock down, frcm Chest
nut street, past the new windjam
mer headquarters, to the harbor
(at high tide) and the schooner
;at high tide) and the schooner
fleet riding there—well, what has
the artists motif No. - 1” at Glou
cester got that Camden (hasn t.
Next Monday the first cruise of
the season starts with passengers
from New York City, Brooklyn and
Brookline and South Weymouth,
Mass. Captain Eugene Tinker of
Camden with the schooner Lois M.
Candage will start this first cruise.
Soon the rest of the fleet will be
beating out of Camden harbor, va
cation bound.
The schooners
Mattie, Clinton, Lydia M. Webster.
Lillian, Enterprise, and the schoon
er yacht Indra. Sponsored by
Capt. Frank Swfit of Camden, this
vacation cruising has gained vogue
during recent years with a public
that likes to rough it for a few

Pieman 4
Paramo

Shows 2—6:30

THURS, FRI. 4
2 BIG
ATTRAC’TIC

• • • ♦

When the High School teams get
dowft to cases in figuring the sea
son’s batting averages they must
take into account the swell job F. S.
Allen and “Link" McRae are doing
on the Rockland team. Here are
the averages of those wiio played in
three or more games, as furnished
by the paper’s faithful corre
spondent.
ab
ab r h
G06
33 12 20
F. S. Allen
.563
McRae
16 5 9
.367
Holden
30 9 11
.322
28 7 9
Googins
.313
32 7 10
McLellan
.277
36 12 10
Flint
.243
33 11 8
F. E. Allen
.240
6
4
25
Kelsey
.192
26 2 5
Webber
.142
7 2 1
GerriSh
— — — ——
.335
266 71 89
Tolal

a

WptRt5S

it

will

EDGAR BARRIER
IOIS COLLIER
MARY NASH
MORONI OLSEN
Samuvl S. HINDS
and

LON CHANEY
at Hava

MTM aoms

SELF-CLEANING PAINT
developed by DUPONT
KEEPS YOU PROUD
Or YOUR HONE!
Give your home new love
liness with DuPont House
Paint. You’ll save money
in the long run, for this
paint was specially de
veloped by Du Pont research
for long-lasting good looks
and protection — its selfclcaning feature keeps
white houses white. Let us
tell you about it. We have
a full range of colors, too.

Port Clyde, May 22.

R'

r*TZCHHfCOl0R

CARBOLA

S. Newton Broadbent

OF

CO-FEATUi

HE/. PS KEEP BUGS AWAY
HELPS TO CONTROL
UNDERGROUND INSECTS
Such as cutworms, beetles, maggots, grubs, which become trouble
some to the Gardener by feeding on new shoots of young
plants.

Till IT’S

3OM8S

...YOU’VE LIVE!
TIME IN 40 M!

TREAT SOIL, SEED, PLANTS
In many cases destruction can be reduced by treating the soil,
seed and plants with dry Carbola Dust. One pound for each
fifty square feet in the average garden is usually sufficient.
Very economical. Safe to use. Not a poison. AFo is applied
directly in the row. Helps to control potato scab and wireworm.
cabbage and radish maggot. Helps prevent crows from pick
ing seed com. Also very effective and economical when used as
a dry 'dip on hogs, cattle, poultry, dogs, horses, sheep.

PROTECT YOUR PLANTS NOW
Carbola Is Safe, Convenient, Economical

LZ

*

1 lb. 20c; 5 lbs. 60c; 10 lbs. 98c; 25 lbs. $1.90;

50 lbs. $3.50.

Write For Free Handy

Garden Chart.

DON’T LET YOUR PLANTS DIE!

DUPONT
HOUSE PAINT
uuaacm men
■ ill JUMIT
niMum.

STARTS WHITE
STATS WHITE

$3.20
Gallon

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17

Read The Courier-Gaze tte

MRIN ST HARDWARES
.

FAINTS-STOVES-KITCHENWARE

,VfR- " FORMERLY VfUZ/f'J "
0e • 441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

I'Lq

2bt>

Distributed bv Paramount
La‘.eet New
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Rebekah President

Many From Knox

This And That

Mrs. Sproul Of Hallowell
Guest Of Miriam LoSge—
Degrees Conferred

Attended the “Ruth” Session
Of The Grand Chapter

Miriam Rebekah Lodge, I.O.OF.,
Mrs. Robert C. Bicknell is having
held
a special meeting Friday night,
a three weeks’ vacation.
entertaining Mrs. Lilia R. Sproul
Mrs. Matie Little went Saturday of Hallowell, president of the Re
to Chester, Vt.. where she will be a bekah Assembly of Maine. Other
guest at The Fullerton Inn fcr the guests included William B. Dun
Eummer. Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Little can of Lewiston, grand master,
w.ll occupy Mrs. Little’s residence on I.O.OF.,; Mrs. Ernestine Duncan
of Lewiston, chaplain of the Re
Broadway during her absence.
bekah Assembly; Orland Sproul of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mills and Hallowell, grand guardian of the
daughter, Barbara, hate returned grand lodge cf Maine; Inez S
from Louisville, Ky., where they Crosby of Camden, past president
visited Mr. and Mrs. Winston Mills. cf the Rebekah Assembly and sec
retary of the national association
Mrs William H. MoClain, former of Rebekah Assemblies, and Laura
ly of Rockland, and who has been E. Fuller of Camden, district
living in Burlingame, Calif., is now deputy president of Districit 16 of
with her sister, Mrs. H. I. Pease in Rebekahs.
Columbus, Ohio. Mr. McClain, of
Degrees were conferred on Mrs.
the U. S. Navy, has, until recently, Eva Greeny and Mrs. Gladys Mur
been stationed at San Bruno, Calif. phy. both of Rockland. Miriam Re
bekah lodge was awarded a cer
Mrs. Cora Smith of Ocean avenue, tificate cf merit for excellent de
entertained E. F. A. Club last week gree work by Mrs. Sproul, and Mrs.
for cards and luncheon. Honors at Sproul presented Miss Emmh C.
bridge went to Mrs. Lizzie French, Harding, noble grand of Miriam Re
Mrs. Florence Philbrook and Mrs. bekah Lodge, a meritorious service
Nellie Newbert.
pin. Remarks were made by each
of the grand officers present.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Robinson, Among the nearly 100 present there
daughter Priscilla and grandson, were Rebekahs from Massachusetts
Billy Barter, of Isle au Haut, were New Hampshire and Missouri.
week-end guests of Mrs. Margaret
Supper was served by Mrs. Ellura
A .Rcbinson and Mrs. Addie R. Hamlin, with Miss Deris V. Hyler
Rogers of Spruce street.
in charge of the dining room.
•

Members of the Order of the
Eastern Star in this vicinity attended sessions cf the Grand Chap
ter of Maine in Lewiston last week.
This designated as Ruth session
in memory cf Grand Ruth, Mrs.
Edna Gilpatrick of Lewisiton, who
died last Fall. In keeping with the
Ruth session, the color scheme was
yellow and the badges worn by the
delegates while the pages, ushers,
and assisting grand officers wore
corsages which were small sheaves
of wheat tied with yellow ribbon
Throughout the session. Grand
Ruth's chair remained empty,
draped with a garland of yellow
carnations.
Monday night the informal re
ception was held in honor of the
grand officers. Special guests in
cluded, Mrs. Sumner Sewall, Maine’s
First Lady, Mrs. Mamie Lander of
Orlando, Fla., the Most Worthy
Grand Matron of the General
Grand Chapter, R. Donald Stewart
of New Brunswick, the Right
Werthy Associate Grand Patron
and the Worthy Grand Matrons of
New Hampshire, Vermont and Mas
sachusetts. A drill by the Kora
Temple Arab Patrol was much en
joyed by the 1500 who attended this
reception.
Tuesday the formal opening of
the session was held with reports

Social Matters
Mr and Mrs. Cclin W. Sprague
and daughter Barbara of Bangor,
here for the Federation Junior Or
chestra and Band program Friday
night, were guests of Mrs. - Robert
C. Clunie at the home t'f Mrs.
Clunie’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Har
ry E. Bean Little Miss Sprague was
baton twirler during one of the
numbers played by the band.

4

The Wednesday Evening Club was
entertained last week by Mrs
James F. Burgess for cards and
luncheon. Honors went to Mrs.
Ray Fcley, Mrs. Louis Cook and Mrs.
John Chisholm

Miss Barbara Derry of Brunswick
spent the weekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Derry, Camden
street.

r»{j Program is “First
Brian Ahern.

tand with the work
; in for the night at
Mil liar to men who
I the sea.

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 18 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate

laHbag

^ces.

gtf

its fcr information
places come from,
iladeliphia. Lowell.
<C.; about furnished
nt from Aldington,
mall house for sale.
.le, Texas.
C. cf C. ’Reproter
*

TUES. AND WED.

j Meat/ [fettetf

Paramount's

I

I Baseball
from Page Three)
10 3 0 1 0 2 2 0-8
ins 2. Two-base hits,
olden. F. E. Allen 2,
. I,. Johnston, Pierce.
s, Flint, F. S. Allen,
ame run, Goggins.
er. Stolen bases. F.
Holden, F. S. Allen.
;ins, McRae, Lindsey,
Brooks. Bases on
n 6, off Brooks 1.
Allen 4. by Brooks 2,
4
Wild pitches,
n 2. Losing pitcher
Williams.
• • •
tgh School teams get
in figuring tiie seaaverages they must
nt the swell job F. S.
ik“ McRae are doinc
md team. Here are
f those who played in
s imes, as furnished
?r's faitliful corrc-

In Technicolor

1

6INSEI ROSEIS
RAT MILUNO
WARNER BAXTER
JON HALL

Vt\^
.0°^

Shows 2—6:33—8:45

THURS, FRI. & SAT.
2 BIG
ATTRACTIONS

,

36 12
33 11

266 71 89

.335

Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Savage
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur ©mlth and
are visiting at the home of Mr.
daughter of Portland are guests of
Savage’s sister, Mrs. Donald Met
Mr. Smith's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
calf in Farmington.
Austin W. Smith.
Lloyd Snowdeal, who is to shortly
Miss Mabel A. Spring is in Bos
leave fcr service in the U. S. Naval
Reserve, was tendered a party by ton for a week. While there she
members of the Christian Endeavor will give a pest card lecture at the
Society of the First Baptist Church First Baptist Church of Jamaica
Friday night. Softball was played Plain, of which Rev. Charles C.
on the tennis grounds at the High Howse is the minister.
School and the group then went to
The Speech Readers’ Club wiill
the church parlors for refreshments
and social hour. Those present hold its annual get-together at the
were: Muriel Adams, Charlotte Knox Hotel, Thomaston Thursday,
Cook. Virginia Egan, Doris Mc
“Rootin’, Tootin’, Son-of-a Gun’’
Intyre, Mary 'Richards, Ronald Car
ver, Bernice Stanley, Marjorie Rich This is a jolly war song with words
ards. Gerald Bradley and Mr. Snow by Mrs. Doris Black Brewster, and
deal. A furlough bag was presented set to music with an excellent
swing in rhythm by that brilliant
to Mr. Snowdeal.
teacher and musician Mrs. Ruth
Everett A. Davis of Sooth Port Sanborn. This song, introduced to
land, formerly of Rockland, spent the public at the banquet of the
the week-end in Rockland.
Maine Music Clubs at Hotel Rock
land was sung with high enthusi
Mrs. Guy P Gannett, while in
asm at the close of the dinner.
Rcckland for the Maine Federation
of Music Clubs convention, was the
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin C. Ramsdell,
1 guest of her long time friend, Mrs.
who have been spending the Winter
Gecrge B. Wood, Talbot avenue.
at Cecoanut Grove, Fla., are now
at
their Summer home at Ingra
The Lend-a-(Hand! Class of the
ham's
Hill.
Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church
will meet Friday night with Mrs.
Mrs. Clara Ingleson and Miss
Boynton Shadie, Camdien street.
Dorothy Brown have returned from
Ralph M. Chesley. Beech street, a visit in South Portland.
is In Winthrcip and t/’armington for
Mrs. Elsie Merrill has returned
tiie week, an annual Memorial Day
from a visit in Portland.
*
pilgrimage to his former home.
While in Winthrop he will be the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams, for
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thomas. merly of this city are guests over
the holiday at the Thorndike Ho

Mr. and Mrs. George B. Wood
tel.
have as guests this week, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur B. Richardson of New
Mr. and Mrs H. Nelson Mc
Ycrk, w'ho came Monday.
Dougall of Portland are guests of
their daughter. Mrs. John H. Mc
Mrs. C. F. Simmons is house
Loon, Beech street.
guest cf Mrs. Elmer S. Bird, Broad
way. Mrs. Simmons recently re
Mr. and Mrs. Lester H. Schwartz
turned from the Winter’s stay with of Saco are visiting in Rcckland
her daughters. Mrs. C. Wilbert Snow over the holiday.
of Middletown, Conn., and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Linnell and
Milton Friese of Plainfield, N. J.,
and son. F. Eaton Simmons of Mr. and Mrs. Ellison Metcalf visited
friends in East Union, Sunday.
Lynn, Mass.

* Bt
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TUES,, HTD. & THURS.
DOUBLE HIT PROGRAM

CO-FEATURE

Till IT'S
ich become trouble
shoots of young

3OM8S AWAY”

MERLE OBERON ..
BRIAN AHERN

.

TS

‘TO

COMES
COURAGE”

ne pound for each
usually sufficient,
in. Abo is applied
cab and wireworm.
crows from pickmic.il when used as
[es, sheep.

THRILLING SUSPENSE . . .

POWERFUL EXCITEMENT

OW

•srs

—PLUS—

innmical

25 lbs. $1.90;

with music,
color,/*5

ee Handy

PHONE

WED. AND THURS.

TIME IN 40 MINUTES!

iy treating the soil,
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MEMORIAL DAY

•*»

... YOU’VE LIVED A LIFE

•

am

0. E. S. In Lewiston

By K. S. F.

We remind ourselves again that
the virtue of democracy is its selfcaitidTsm, and the strength of our
democracy lies in our capacity to
reform when necessary the means
we employ.
• • • •
Lord Halifax calls for AngloUnited States friction to end. And
isn’t it high time for whispering
campaigns to give way to a unity
which will earlier win world peace?
• • • •
Patiently Waiting;

Officer (to a man pacing side
walk at 3 o’clock in the morning:)
“What are you doisg here?
Gentleman; “I forgot my key,
officer, and I’m waiting for my
children to come home and let me
in.’’
• • A •

A few we^ks ago I wrote a “thank
you” to the numerous friends who
are so heartfully andi courteously
keeping in mind the Home for Aged
Women, with gifts in various lines
of foGd and cash. This resulted in
a call from a South Thomaston
lady of most charming presence
who said to me, “I would like to do
my bit for that fine Home and show
my appreciation of the excellent
work and deep interest the Ladies
of this Board of (Directors con
stantly shew.” And she handed
to me a very much valued “green
back.” This thoughtful gift is in
line with what this ccmmunity is
constantly doing in helpful ways to
show loving thoughts for the old.
• • • •
The ability to do much with little
and to get high returns for the
effort spent is needed and called
for today. No man or woman who
calls herself Christian should shirk
responsibility to help every move
ment in the line of intelligent peace
—a peace whicih will further the
cause of friendliness among nations.
To stamp out jealousies and greed
a new
good-neighbor program
must be instituted all over the world
and this present time is the first
period in history when this question
had so broad a scope in open fields
of need.
• • • •
Plant flowers. The language of
flowers is a language of love.
Flowers sing of joy in their frag
rance reflecting the brilliance of
sunshine asd rainbow coloring in
their beauty. They speak to the
heart if one will take the time to
study their fomation and perfection.
Every one of God’s creatures can
learn many truths by the study and
cultivation of a flower garden
along with veietatoles.
• • • •
The name “cow tree" is popu
larly applied to any one of several
species of South American trees
These trees, when gashed, exude
quantities of milk like white sap,
Unlike the “milk” in the milk
weed, which is bitter and un
palatable to both man and beast,
the sap of the cow tree is sweet
and nourishing, and has been used
by the natives of South America
from time immemorial.
• • • •
A philanthropic person heard of a
Negro family that was in destitute
curcumstances. The family con
sisted of the mother, a son nearing
manhoods estate, and two young
children.
The benevolent old gentleman
called to investigate the matter,
and after listening to the mother’s
story, gave her eldest son one dol
lar to get a chicken for the Thanks
giving dinner, and took his de
parture.
No socner was he gone than the
Negress said to her son:
“Sambo you done gib me rat
dollah, and go get dat chicken in de
natcheral way.”
• • • •
The prayer of Charles Wesley—
“O for a thousand tongues to sing
My great redeemers praise”—
has new been fulllled, though in a
different sense than he meant. For
the Scriptures, at least in some part
are now recorded in one thousand
languages
and
dielects:
The
thousandth was the recent redering
of the Gospel of St. John into Sak
ata. one of the tongoes of the Bel
gian Congo,
A A • •

S DIE!
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A COLUMBIA PICTUR
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being given by the Worthy Grand

It Was Outstanding
Spring Concert Given By
Rockland High Wins Much
Approval
The Spring concert, given by or
ganizations of the Rockland High
School Thursday night, was an
outstanding musical event, attended
by a large audience including rela
tives and friends of those having
parts.

Special features, enpecially pleas
ing were, tne Junior High chorus,
conducted by Mrs. Carol Jillson, and
a series of c’.d fashioned dances,
directed by Mrs. Fred C. Gatcombe.
The Senior High Girls’ Glee Club,
directed by Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn,
were bright colored skirts with
white blouses ,and members of the
Junior High chorus were dark
skirts or pants and white blouses.
The, program presented included
the following numbers: Band En
semble,* Arthur Cain, director,
"Starter Concert March” by Donzette; Junior High Girls’ Chorus,
Mrs. Jillson, “The Lady of Dreams,’’
by Daniels, and “Mayday Carol",
arranged by Deems Taylor; Junior
High Special Chorus. Mrs. Jillson,
“To a Wild Rose.” by McDowell;
Junior High Boys’ Chorus, Mrs. Jill
son, “Come to the Fair,”'by Mar
tin, and “There is a Tavern in the
Town;” Junior High 8-1, Music
Class, (Mrs. Jillson, “Spin, Maiden,
Spin," by Fisher and “A Prayer,
by Sir Arthur Sullivan.
Contra Dances, Mrs. Gatcombe,
directing: “Oh, Susanna,” Buffalo
Boy,” “First Two Ladies Cross
Over,” "Darling Nellie Gray,” and
“Dive for the Oyster and Dig for
the Clam;” Band Ensemble Mr Cain
“Playground Waltzes” by Victor
Herbert, and “Airport March” by
Harry A Alford, and Girls’ Glee
Club, Mrs. Sanborn, Cantata, “The
Frost King’s Daughter” by Grieg
Wilson, with Laverne Patterson.
Dorothy Fletcher and Joan Hunt,
soloists.
Betty O’Brien was in charge of
costuming; Jean Look, Pauline
Havener and Albert Hallowell, stag
ing; Sylvia Adams and Vina Del
monico, tickets and
publicity;
Gloria Witham, Sandra Hallowell
and Elaine Glendenning, accompa
nists.

The contra dances were an
nounced by Betsy Cooper and the
couples were Kathryn Stevens and
Robert Gatcombe; Ann Bartlett and
Harold Look; Mary Carrillo and
Creswell Gamache, and Jane Per
ry and John Sulides.
Members of the orchestra were:
Maurice Perry, Franklin Blaisdell,
In-in Small. Robert Chatto, Bick
ford Eylver c~.
Oliver Hamlin,
Ralph Stone. "Tulip Gray, Elaine
Glendenning, Ernest Munro, Doug
las Gerrish, Sam Crisostomo, San

A very good white cake is made
this easy way. Try it
One cup sugar, one cup flour,
three level teaspoons baking powder,
sift together three times, then add
one cup hot, sweet milk Beat all
together well Beat the whites of
two eggs to a froth and fold in,
bake like sponge Use the yolks by dra Hallowell. Peggy Jackson, Den
nis Trask, Vance Norton, Ervin
beating into the frosting
Wooster, Harold Look. Norman
Buy War Beads aad Stamps

Hammond,

Kenneth

Mignault.

Frederick Anderson. Alan Wilkie,
Albert Havener, Melzine McCfcslin,
Arlene Fickett. Margaret Dorman
and Gordon Andersen.
Those in the Girls’ Glee Club
were: Marilyn Robishaw. Dorothy
Drinkwater, Aimee Karl, Eleanor
Curtis. Sylvia Adams, Elaine Achorn
Barbara Allen, Dorothy Fletcher,
Virginia Witham, Mary Lou Duff,
Lorraine Iott, Elaine Poust, Flor
ence Knight, Charlotte Murphy,
Marie Berry, Doris Cnaples, Mary
Studley and Margaret Huntley, so
pranos.
Beverly Cogan, Joan Baum, Ruth
Payson, Ruth Emery, Joan Hunt,
Beverly Merchant, Jane Perry,
Georgia Stevens, Beverly Glenden
ning, Barbara Koster and Ruth
Call, second sepranos.
Betty OBrien. Betty Dolliver,
Mary Chadburn. Faith Long, Paul
ine Havener, Margaret Economy,
Elaine Glendenning, Gloria Witham,
Virginia McCaslin. Maxine Skinner,
Jean Look and Sylvia christoffersen.
[Junior High Girl’s Chorus

Louise Connolly, Jean Young,
Carol Wolcott, Elizabeth Brewster,
Greta Nelson, Earlene Perry, Mad
elyn Rubenstein, Nancy Gregory,
Diane Cameron, Genevieve Mair,
Ruth Bowley, Marilyn Spear, Mar
garet Packard, Christine Hurd,
Katherine Snow, Gloria Studley,
Margaret Hughes Virginia Manning
Grace Thompson, Joan Edwards,
Arlene Cross, Annie Wood, Barbara
Jackson, Beverly Brewer, Constance
Barton. Ruth Dorman, Betty Staples
Pauline Skinner, Anna Bullard,
Marilyn Cates, Dorothy Pettee, Bar
bara Fuller, Rosalie Young. Cynthia
Knowlton, Kathleen Paul, Joan
Proctor, Jean Weir, Anna Lind,
Mena Joyce, Natalie Nash, Helen
Craig, Henrietta Holt, Audrey Butler
Margaret Wallace, Evelyn Perry
Verna Waldron, Athlene Moore, Bar
bara Goldsmith, Carolyn Chisholm,
Ruth Roberts Jane Mullen, Betty
Pendleton, Maxine Denbcw, Gail
Clark, Marion Tracy, Arlene Rollins
Junior High Boys’ Chorus

James Connellan Richard Pease,
David Ulmer, David Cassens, Philip
Grey, Robert Gamble. Ronald
Thurston, Adelbert Smalley, David
Libby, Arthur Dyer, Charles McLain
David Sullivan, Sam Chrisostomo,
Carlyle Brown Donald Marsh Ralph
Stone, Wayne Drinkwater, Harold
Look. Robert Chatto, Stanley Walsh
Richard Randall Paul Halligan,
Jack Passons, Maurice Powell, Ro
land Chaples, Kenneth Bradley,
Elmer Sprague.

Mrs. Roy A. Jacobs (Ruth Nich
ols) has gone to Independence,
Kansas, to be with her husband for
10 weeks during his basic flight
I training. Her address is: 228 South
loth street.
i
i

Richard E. Thomas, Pho. M, 3c,
U. S.

Naval

, Thcmas

Reserve,

(Virginia

and

Merriam)

Mrs.
of

Cambridge, Mass , were weekend
guests of Mrs. Rita Thomas and
j^rs. Harriet Merriam,

The Garden Club

May Meeting Featured By
Mrs. Ellingwood’s Talk—
A Garden Quiz
The Rockland Garden Club met
Thursday at the charming heme
and garden of Mrs. Allen J. Mur
ray on Talbot Avenue, with the
new president, Mrs. Frank L. Carsley presiding.
There were 23
members and. cne guest present.
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood1 read a
splendid article, ‘(Hew To Make a
Garden for Twenty-Five Dollars,”
wnich gave many helpful sugges
tions for designing a garden which
■would bring out the joy cf color
'blendllng. Mrs. (Ellingwood also
gave a vivid description of a rare
old Southern house, with a beauti
ful garden adjoining, which she
had visited in Virginia. This pic
ture from the past, built in 1645,
had been handed directly down to
the present generation.
Thte Garden Quiz, conducted by
Miss Ruth (Rogers, was interesting,
informal and greatly enjoyed.
It was voted to decorate for The
Peace Study Group Open Meeting,
which is to be held Friday, June 2,
at the Community (Building, with
Mrs. KeTyn ap Rice as chairman of
the epen meeting
The

afternoon

program

closed

with a pl^nt sale conducted by
Mrs. Roland G. Ware from which
a small sum was realized.
L. M. Delano

Opens This Week

Matron, Hortense Stevens of Lew
iston and the Worthy Grand Pa
tron. Fred Naylor cf Westbrook,
A memorial service was also held.
In the afternoon Mrs. Mary Minot
of South Portland and Maynard
Fickett of Portland were elected
Worthy Grand Matron and Worthy
Grand Patron for the coming year.
The exemplification of the ritual-'
istic work by Mizpah chapter of
Westbrook was very well done.
It was voted to accept an in
vitation from the city of Portland
to meet there next year. The in
stallation cf officers was held in the
afternoon with the Most Worthy
Grand Matron as the installing of
ficer assisted by Mrs. Lula Morse
of Bangor, Past Grand Matron as
Right Worthy Grand Marshal.
(Mrs. Alice True of Camden and
Miss Katherine A. Veazie of Rock
land acted as pages during the ses
sions, Mrs. True being the page to
the Grand Associate Conductress
and Miss Veazie as page to the
Grand Secretary.
Mrs. Carrie
Smith of Warren was one of the
ushers.
Those attending from this vicin
ity were Mrs. Golden Munro, Miss
Flora Savage, Mrs. Clara Watts,
Miss Katherine Veazie, Mrs. Ger
trude Boody, Mrs Belle Frost, Mrs.
Marjorie Cummings,. Mrs. Doris
Jordan, Mrs . Bertha Borgerson.
Mrs. Frances Morse, Mrs. Helen
Bean, Mrs Maude Blodgett, all of
Rcckland, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Stone, Mrs. Josephine Stone, Miss
Helen Stetson, Miss Helen Studley,
Mrs. Leila Smalley and Mrs. Arielle
Roes, all of Thomaston, Mrs. Bea
trice Richards and Mrs. Alma Graf
fam cf Rockport; Mrs. Alice True,
Mrs Doris Ogier, and Mrs. Maude
Fe’lton of Camden. Mrs. Carrie
Smith of Warren Mrs. Ruth Pease
of Union, Mrs. Frances Gilchrist,
Miss Lois Webster and Mrs. Annice
Carver cf Vinalhaven; Mrs. Thelma
Beach; Mrs. Ruby Makinen, Mrs.
Wood, Mrs. Lida Blood and Mrs.
Alice Beckett
of
Lincolnville
Annie Dennison, and Mrs. Arlene
Hopkins cf South Thcmaston and
Mrs. Gwen Dowling. Mrs. Margaret
Cant, Mrs. Jessie Harris, Mrs Mary
Marriott, Mrs Mabel Wilson and
Mrs. Maude Patterson cf Tenant’s
Harbor.

Spiritualists To Hold Annual
Convention In Etna,
Beginning Friday

The Congregational Church group
The.Odds and Ends, will meet Wed
nesday night with Miss Maizie Joy,
198 Broadway Assisting hostesses
The annual convention of the will be Mrs. Ann Karl and Miss Ma
Maine State Spiritualist association rion Ludwick.
will be held in Augusta, June 2-3-4.
The opening business session will be
Friday at 2.30 p.m banquet at 6.p.m.
at Augusta House. Saturday, busi
ness sessions, evening service mess
ages; Suday 10.30 a.m. union serv
/Af A TEAPOT
ices with Unitarians at the Spirit
ualist church. Speakers for the con
vention are the State missionaries:
Julia A Barker, Mary Drake Jenne,
Alice L. Mooers, Rueberta By am;
National Missionary C. Harrison
Engel, and Rev Ida M Demapoules,
president cf New Jersey Spiritualist.
At 10 30 Sunday, a healing service
will be conducted by C. E. Stewart,
C. Harrison Engel, Vena Gallert,
and Gerald (Byam. At 2.30 and 7.30
lecture and messages by Rev. Ida M.
Demapoules, president of New Jer
sey Spiritualists.

GARDEN of

Buy War Ms
TODAY-
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Eight

Six Simple Queries

MY ROCKLAND

All You Have To Answei>
Filling Fuel Oil Renewal

By

Ime Forgotten
A public library functioning effici pected in a library of its size, and
ently is a valuable adjunct to public far better than could be found in
school system, virtually a part of it. many larger libraries.
The use which was being made of
This statement must be regarded as
a commonplace as far as Rockland the reference department of the li
is concerned for the city has had brary by the pupils of the public
such a library for many years, now schools and members of various
clubs, both in the city and in the
half a century.
surrounding
towns, showed that
In speaking of the school system
the
facilities
which
the library had
of Rockland it may not be out of
place to add a few words regarding to offer were fully appreciated.
the public library. I do not want to This report was made nearly forty
be considered as having a remark years ago, but these statements
able memory for the events of half doubtless hold good) today.
The original quarters of the li
a century ago, so I am going to con
fess that in looking over some for brary soon became inadequate as
gotten books in my library recently more books were added and it facil
I came across a number of the City ities expanded, and another room
Reports of Rockland for the early in Spofford block, adjoining the
years in this century, and one of other two rooms, was taken over for
them contained an account of the the use of the library.
founding of the library and its his
Along in 1901 a very fortunate
tory during the first 10 years of its event in the history of the library
existence, and I am drawing heavily happened. Nathan Haskell Dole, a
on that report for the facts I am prominent literary man of his time,
relating. The City Report in ques was passing through Rockland and
tion Ls the Fifty-first Annual Re went into the library to pass away
port, for the municipal year 1904-5, a little spare time. This was when
and report of the trustees of the Andrew Carnegie was donating li
Public Library containing this in brary buildings all over the country.
formation is on pages 24-39.
Mr. Dole was particularly impressed
The library is a child of decade of with the library, and the courtesy
the Nineties The inception of the shown to him by Miss Burtjank, and
movement was a corporation which suggested that the library be called
was organized in 1691 entitled the to the attention of (Mr. Carnegie as
“Rockland Public Library Associ a prospect for his bounty.
This was done in the usual way,
ation ” This corporation, however,
was short lived, but it served its by compliance (with certain form
purpose, for soon the movement was alities required by him. Early in
taken over by the city and in 1892 1902 a letter came from his secre
an ordinance was passed by the city tary saying that Mr. Carnegie
Council establishing a public library would be glad to contribute $20,000
and a Board of Trustees was elected for a library building in Rockland,
by the Council under the provisions if the city would provide a site for
of the ordinance. The Association j the building and become obligated
had raised some money for the pur- to appropriate annually for support
pose and. money had been raised in • and maintenance of the library a
other ways, all of which was turned sum not less than 10% of the
over to the city for use by the amount of his donation. These
Trustees This amounted to some were his customary terms. This
offer was accepted and the Trustees
thing under $2 000.
began
to take the necessary steps to
The first meeting of the trustees
was held in the office of Dr. R B. erect the building.
The first step was the selection of
Miller, in (September, 1892 Here it
may be mentioned that Dr Miller a site for the building. There was
was a prominent dentist in Rock no controversy over this. For years
land for a number of years, and was the property on the south side of
very active in the city affairs. He Beach street, west of Union street
was a member of the Board of Aider- and east of White street, had been
men, and one years was a candidate iegarded as the logical site for such
for the mayorality nomination, but a building. This property was then
did not receive it. He also served a vacant lot, and was owned by in
heritance I believe, by the late Mrs.
on the school board.
The opening of the library was de- ( Emily (Case) Hitchcock, and her
ferred for two years or so, because brother, the late William W. Case.
it was thought that a building to They offered it to the city immedi
house it might be erected, but fin ately for what was considered a
ally. in the Summer of 1894, it was fair price. Their offer was accepted
decided not to wait for the erection and title to the property transferred
of a building but to open the library to the city.
The building was completed and
in leased quarters. Two rooms on
The above picture is typical of the warfare in which
sacrificed.
Standing grimly over this sepulchre stands
the west side of the second floor of ' dedicated and opened for the distri
another soldier, vowing to avenge the death of his comrade,
the world is today engulfed, and is sadly appropriate to
Spofford block, corner of Main and bution of brooks in Spring of 1904
and to fight on for the cause which will not falter until the
School streets, were leased for this Perhaps no more comprehensive and
the sacred anniversary which we are today observing.
enemies of civilization are driven from the seas, the skies
purpose. The selection was fortu concise report of the opening can
Beneath
the
soil
lies
an
American
hero,
doomed
to
eternal
and the battlefields. Then, and then only, shall we know
nate. for a more central and con be given than is contained in the
venient location could not have following quotation from the report
rest in foreign soil, for the defense of which his life was
that the man beneath the wooden cross has not died in vain.
already cited:—
been secured.
“The new building was dedicated most of them recent graduates of endary, were several hundred miles
Fortunate as the library was in
had been known for so many years.
Saturday, accompanied by the latter
UNION
the selection of its location, it was on Tuesday. April 26, 1904, with the college. Prof. Lee was interested up the Grand River. They had been The electric railroad is now merely
Mrs. Lulu Ludwig of Liberty who who made a week-end visit.
even more fortunate in the selection simple but appropriate exercises. in anthropological studies and had by but few white men, and the In a memory, but Glen Cove still
Mrs. Do: is Payson is employed at
has been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
of the librarian. Miss Nancy I. The services were called to order by made investigations of this nature dians were to superstitious to con exists.
the
Kncx County Trust Co.. John
Lawrence Maddocks, has returned
Burbank was chosen for this posi the vice-president of the board of In different parts of the world. His duct white men to them. No re
Williams having transferred to
To be continued
home.
tion. She was a teacher in the city trustees, EA Butler, who intro- main object was to make measure- liable information regarding them
F. X. Roy who is residing with his Waldoboro.
duced the Mayor for a brief speech; ments of the Labrador Eskimos, and
schools, an early graduate of
was in existence.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Wilson of
ANOTHER PEACE
son Silvo in Waldoboro, spent Sun
High School, and she knew her ibe keys were then presented by attempt to classiify them racially
Orrs
Island were guests Sunday of
There
is
much
talk
as
to
who
and
Four men started lip the river,
day at his heme here.
Rockland and how to be of service ibe ar?hitect, Gecrge A. Clough, to Another objective of the expedition
Mrs.
Bertha
Bryant.
what wiy be the ruling country
Mrs. Lila Burrill returned Satur
to her fellow townsmen and towns- i the president cf the board of trust- was to reach the Grand Falls of but two pf them were obliged to
IMrs.
Alice
Plumer has returned
after this war has given over Lo a day from a week's visit with friends
women, from the pupils in the lower eesT. Cobb, who responded with Labrador, a cataract about which turn back on account of an accident
from
Portland
where she spent the
to one of them
The other two, peace—a lasting peace which will in Rockland.
schools to adults of all ages.
j appropriate remarks, after which little was known, and most of that
Winter
with
her
children.
Miss Hazel N. Lane of Rockport,
Austin Cary, and Dennis M Cole, bind all allied nations to the peace
Her sole aim was to be of service the State Librarian, L. D. Carver, legend.
William
Dornan
is in ill health.
director of rural religious education,
pressed on and ofter many difficult which will endure.
to the community. She showed ex- ■ Augusta made interesting ramarks
Mrs. Margaret Merrifield visited
What we should strive for, and was piesent Sunday at North Union
Rockland was greatly interested ies reached the falls, and brought
ceUent judgment in choosing for «P«n general matters connected
Tuesday
and Wednesday with Mr.
Chapel.
in the expedition because several of back a reliable account of this great pray for. is organized allies, so sure
her part time assistants young and with such institutions.
Merrifield
in Bath.
Mrs.
Alma
Hannon
who
has
been
attractive high school girls whom i The budding was then thrown its personnel were Rockland boys, i phenomenon of nature. Their trip of each other, so free from hate a surgical patient at Knox Hospital
Maj
and
Mrs. Walter S. Hill of
she trained in her methods and o^n to the public for inspection all Bowdoin men, Mervyn A. Rice. back to the schooner was perilous In and fear of each other, so able to returned Wednesday," greatly im Portland called Thursday on friends
ideals * These girls had a great deal j during the rest of the day, and the Class of 1889, Jonathan P. Cilley. the extreme .as their supplieis were trust each other in every way, thus proved.
here and were supper guests at the
of contact with the public, as they forenoon of the next day. On Wed- Jr., and Frederick J. Simonton, Jr., destroyed by fire and they had to to co-operate for the good of all
Mrs.
Edith
Maddocks
and
chil

home cf A. E. Ames. Major Hill is
received the books as they were re- j nesday afternoon. April 27, 1904, at both of the class of 1891, and Walter live on what they could get from That is'the one and only solution to dren were visitors last Friday at the stationed in Portland, his family
turned and passed books back to 12 o’clock, the distribution of books M. Spear, of the Class of 1894 Rice the country, a veritable wilderness absolute peace Selfishness must be home of Mrs. Chester Hannon of with him. They have a cottage at
them. This work required tact. The 1 was begun, and the use which has was a law student, and an enthusi After the return of the expedition abolished, and as a world measure Burkettville.
Old Orchard for the summer.
value of women like Miss Burbank j been made of the budding, and the astic yachtsman. He was admitted Cilly gave an account o>f it in a talk trust put in its place. You say that
Harold Rich has been home on a
The Odd Fellows block has been
to a community is something which privileges which it has to offer, to the bar shortly after and settled at the Y M. C. A. which I attended. is Utopia. Yes, and Utopia can be few days furlough.
re-roofed.
%
K. S. F.
since that time shows that it is down in Rockland for his early During the Winter Prof. Lee came had.
defies appraisal.
Mrs Carrie Esancy who has been i Ralph Davis is ill with measles at
practice Cilly studied law. but was to Rockland and gave an illustrated
The library was opened early in fully appreciated.”
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Alonzo the home of his grandparents, Mr.
During the time when the plans taken by death at the beginning of lecture on the expedition.
1895, and it does not seem too much
Hanson
of Augusta, returned home and Mrs. Everett Prescott.
MARTINSVILLE
u
A while ago two Bowdoin under
to say that it was an instant success. for the establishment of the public a most promising professional ca
Walter Feyler and family have
Pfc. Thomas Hughes. stationed
In the report referred to above the library was being perfected in reer. Simonton became a leading graduates were exploring around in in Atlantic City, was in town a they will attend the graduation of moved from the Harold Butler farm
Mrs. Dowling’s daughter, Marion,
to Libby Hill. Warren. Mr. Feyler
trustees noted that the public gen Rockland an unheralded event hap merchant in Rockand. Spear be- the garret of one of the college few days recently.
from the Massachusetts Memorial
came
a
distinguished
surgeon
and
buildings,
and
they
came
across
an
pened
there
of
great
significance
not
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
Andrews
of
j
expects to enter the service soon.
erally began to show their apprecia
Hospital. While there Mrs. Coffin
Mrs Inez Libby visited friends in
tion of the library immediately up only to Rockland but to the world spent his life in Rockland, although old Eskimo kayak. One of them Rath spent the past week at their j will v's>t her sister and mother in
Warren
the past week.
on its opening, and that the Interest of literature in general. Her bio his professional reputation extend wrote me about it, telling me thatJ home here.
ed far beyonds the limits of the they had found a kayak which Me- : Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Eager of Cambridge.
had continued and the library had graphical sketches record the fact
| Millan brought back with him. I Toronto arrived Saturday to spend
become an established institution. that Edna St. Vincent Millay an city.
A Rocklahd schooner, the Julia A. corrected the statement by telling, the Summer at the Charles Dwyer
vep. PEPSI
While the tastes of general readers outstanding American poet of to
cottage.
had not been neglected, the refer day, and doubtless of all time, was Decker, was chartered and fitted ; him that Prof. Lee brought it back ' Mrs. Nelson Gardner is improv
ence department had always been born in Rockland, Maine, Feb. 22. out for the expedition. Capt Nel from Labrador with him in 1891,; ing from recent illness.
Mrs. Willis Hooper of Rockland
specially looked after in the admin 1892. I believe that she was born son Spear was in oommand of the and that I had seen it on the deck
vessel,
and
that
Joe
Leo
was
his
of
the
Julia
A.
Decker,
in
Rockland
spent
a few days in town the past
istration of the library, so that in a double house on the west side
week.
mate.
The
chronicles
of
the
expeharbor.
anyone who wished to use the li of Broadway, just south of Lime
Mrs. Oscar Stanley attended a
A great event in Rockland in 1892
brary for purposes cl research in rock street. Any chronicle of Rock dition are well preserved in a series
luncheon
given recently by Gov.
connection with school or club land in the Gay Nineties should of letters written by Cilly entitled was the building of the electric rail and Mrs. Sumner Sewall at the
“Bowdoin Boys in Labrador.” and road to Rockport and Camden. One
work had always been able to find net overlook this fact.
Blaine Mansion in Augusta for
as good references as could be exAn event much out of the ordi published by his father after his result of this was that the sleepy mothers of three or more sons
nary in Rockland during 18E>1 was death. I have a copy of this most little hamlet just over Rockport in the Service. After the luncheon,
departure from there early in the interesting book before me as I line from Rockland, which we had citations were presented to the
FARM RADIO
always called Clam Cove, and a post- mothers. Mrs. Stanley has five
I Summer, and the return early in write.
BATTERIES
the Fall, of the “Bowdoin College
I do not .know Just how successful office was established there. The sons in the Service.
m Volt A, 90 Volt B Packs
Mrs. Ernest Venghus and Mrs.
Scientific Expediton to Labrador.” the expedition was from Prof. Lee’s Place became self-ccnsious, as the
$6.25 at oar store
Edward
Hutchinson and son of
$6.50 prepaid anywhere In Me.
This was a scientific expedition led standpoint, but it was evidently a power house and car bam of the Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
by Prof. Leslie A Lee, of the Biol grand lark for most of the fellows, railroad were located there, the pop- Harold Hupper.
House-Sherman, Inc.
ME. 25-tf
ogy Department of Bowdoin, made and a fearful nightmare to two of ulation increosed and it needed a
Mrs. Clyson Coffin and Mrs. Har
.Pepti-Cola Company, Long Island City. N. Y.
up almost wholly df Bowdoin boys, them. Grand Falls somewhat leg- 1 classier name than that by which it old Dowling are in Boston where FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN

Forms

Householders of Knox County
were urged today by M. B. Perry,
chairman of the Local OPA War
Price and Rationing Board, to re
turn thefr next season’s fuel oil re
newal forms aa promptly as possible.
Tire forrits are now being mailed
out by the board to all fuel oil users
In this area, Mr. Perry said. “The
sooner these forms are filled out.
and returned, by mail, to the board" \
he added, “the sooner we can begin
processing them and issuing oil
ration coupons. We would like to
have the forms returned within
seven days.”
“The earlier these coupons are
issued, the better," Mr. Perry said,
“because it is necessary for con
sumers to order part of their next
season's supply of heating oil im
mediately, When dealers make their
first deliveries during the summer,
they are able to give consumers bet 
ter delivery service throughout tiie
heating year because it will help
them solve their pressing manpower
and delivery problems. More ini-j f
portant. filling consumers’ tanks
early will , add appreciably to deal
ers’ storage capacity and thereby
allow more oil to be brought in now
for use next winter.”
The new re-application form con
tains only six simple questions
which the board needs answered in
order to renew rations for private
dwellings for next year. The ques
tions can be answered in a few
minutes and the completed form put
into the return mail. Persons who
wish to renew rations for premises
other than private dwellings, such
as apartment houses, and hotels
should answer only the first threap
questions, the board chairman said.
While the questions may be
answered without difficulty by most
householders, there may be some
special circumstances in some cases
which a consumer would want to
clear up in order to be sure he is
answering correctly. In any such
cases, consumers are advised to call
local board where all questions will
gladly be answered, the chairman
said.
“We in the local board would
certainly appreciate it if all house
holders here in Knox County would
make a special effort to return the
forms within seven days from now.”
Mr. Perry said. “It wculd help us, -v
tt would help the fuel oil distr.butors
here, and it would also benefit all
fuel oil users.”

GROSS. NECK
(Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Simmons and
family of North Waldoboro visited
Sunday with their paients, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Simmons.
(Mr and Mrs. William Thorne of
Warren called recently on friends
here.
Mr. and Mts. Eben Wallace and
two sens and Mrs. William K.
Winchenbach of Dutch Neck spent
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
William Gross.
Mrs. Villa Morse of the village
passed the week-end with her
mother, Mrs. Charles Et^ley.
Visitors Sunday at Mrs. Matilda
Eugley’s were Mr and Mrs. Ralph
Eugley, Mrs. Irvine Genthner and
children. Mrs. Arthur Poland and
son of West Waldoboro and Mr and
Mrs. Ernest Eugley and children.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
IMelvin Genthner were, Mrs. Trussell Wentworth, Mrs. Fred Libby of
Camden, (Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Con
don of Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs.
George Winchenbach and daughter
of the village,
Edgar Wallace of Dutch Neck was
a caller Synday at Willis Genthner’s.
Mrs. Matilda Eugley is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Irvine Genthner in
West Waldoboro.
Mr. and,Mrs' Maynard Winchen
bach and son, Wendall of Friendship
were guesta&unday of Mr. and Mrs.
William Gross.

GEORGES-RIVER ROAD
Alice Moon is the teacher of the
home Sunday School which was or
ganized at the residence of Mrs.
William Rytky, Sunday
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
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SEAT COVERS
Save the interior of your

car

We have a complete stock
of Seat Covers to fit any

car
88T9G

